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ABSTRACT
The pwpose of this study was to investigate the health conditions, health status,
and health beliefs of Tennessee safety and health professionals using self-reported
absenteeism and presenteeism. The study collected self-reported absenteeism, which is
missed work due to health conditions, and, presenteeism, which ·i's the decrement in
performance due to remaining at work while impaired by health problems. The Health
Belief Model was used as the theoretical framework for the study.
Two valid and reliable instruments were adapted for this study. "The Wellness
Inventory," by Dr. Ron Goetzel and associates at Cornell University, and "The Health
Beliefs Questionnaire," by Dr. Jerrold Mirotznik and associates at Brooklyn University,
were combined to create the sutvey questionnaire, "Your Perceptions of How Health
Conditions Impact Work Productivity," used for this research. This questionnaire was
pilot tested and administered to a convenience sample of 526 safety and health
professionals who attended the Tennessee Safety and Health Congress in Nashville,
Tennessee, July 24- 27, 2005.
The study found that Tennessee safety and health professionals who self-reported
poor or fair health also reported the most absenteeism and presenteeism due to health
conditions. The self-report of health status as poor or fair may serve as an accurate
indicator of high rates of absenteeism and presenteeism. Employers should consider
actions that focus on workers self-reporting poor or fair health status in order to reduce
absenteeism and presenteeism.
The study found that allergic rhinitis did not vary by sub-groups such as age,
gender, health status, smoking status, and hours worked per week. Actions to address
IV

absenteeism and presenteeism due to certain health conditions, like allergic rhinitis, that
do not vary by sub-groups should focus on all employees.
The study also found that high stress, migraines, sleep difficulties, and respiratory
illness did vary by sub-groups. Actions to address these health conditions may be more
efficiently addressed by focusing on sub-groups that showed significant differences in
absenteeism, presenteeism, and health beliefs related to these health conditions.
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CHAPTERl

INTRODUCTION

Introduction

Health is a key component of human capital and plays a role in production at the
individual,corporate,and industrial levels. Economists and company executives now
realize that the general status of workforce health is a significant predictor of subsequent
economic growth (McCunney, 2001; Burton,Conti,Chen, Shultz, & Edington,1999).
Health conditions are a common cause of absenteeism and have traditionally been
reported as incidental absences,sick leave,short-term disabilities,and workers'
compensation. Research has suggested that presenteeism has a considerable effect on
worker productivityand may be more significantthan absenteeism in both costs and time
lost (Goetzel, Hawkins, Ozminkowski, & Wang, 2003). Presenteeism is operationally
defined as the decrement in performance in terms of efficiency,quality,speed,or output
volume associated with remaining at work while impaired by health problems (Burton,et
al.,1999).
For business leaders,a healthy workforce can be a potential competitive
advantage. The challenge for managers is to provide effective tools that will minimize
the detrimental effect of health conditions on the workforce,and thereby help
corporations gain that competitive advantage. This challenge is particularly important for
safetyand health professionals because they are critical to corporate operations and
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succes�,including accident prevention,emergencyresponse, and hazardous material
h andling.
Few studies have investigated the health conditions that most frequentlycause
absenteeism and presenteeism among safety and health professionals (Ozminkowski,
Goetze!, Ch ang, & Long, 200 4). Additionally,no studies have examinedthe health
beliefs related to absenteeism and presenteeism among this population.

Statement of the Problem
This study wasdesigned to investigate the health conditions that caused
. absenteeism and presenteeism as related to the heal�status and health beliefs ofsafety
and health professionals.

Purpose of the Study
The purpose ofthis study was to investigate the health conditions;health status,
andhealth beliefs of Tennessee safetyand health professionals u· singself-reported
absenteeism and presenteeism.

Research Questions
The following research questions were formulated to address the purpose ofthe
study:
Research question 1. Are there significant differences for Tennessee safetyand health
professionals grouped byage,gender,health status,smoking status, and hours worked
per week in absenteeism due to health conditions?
2

Research question l. Are there significant differences for Tennessee safety andhealth
professionals groupedby age,gender,health status,smoking status, andhours worked
per week in presenteeism due to health conditions?
Research question 3. Are there significant differences between reportedabsenteeism
andpresenteeism due·to self-reportedhealth conditions for Tennessee safety and health
professionals groupedby age,gender,healthstatus,smoking status,or hour� workedper
week?
Research question 4. Are there signific ant differences between the absenteeism and
presenteeism ofTennessee safety andhealth professionals andtheir health beliefs,
including perceivedsusceptibility,severity,benefits,andbarriers? ..,
Research question 5. Are �ere significant differences forTennessee safety andhealth
professionals groupedby a_ge�gender,health s�tus, _smokingstatus, andhours worked ·
per week andtheir health beliefs,including perceivedsusceptibility,severity,benefits,
andbarriers?

Need for the Study
Studies attempting to identifythe causes oflost productivityin workforces have
traditionally focusedon summing illness-relatedabsences such as incidental absences,
sick leave,workers'compensation, andlong- andshort-term disabilities. These causes
are only partial contributors to the totalloss ofproductivitydue to health conditions. Data
were difficult andexpensive to obtain andcompile (Burton,et al., 1999). Missing from
this analysis was an account ofthe lost productivity ofworkers with �ealth conditions
who remainedat work.
3

As industry continues to transition from the age of manufacturing to the age of
information, traditional measures of productivity, such as piece rates and rejection rates,
lose meaning (Ozminkowski, et al., 2004 ). The increasingly prevalent business practice
of commingling sick and vacation day allowances also makes collecting data related to
absenteeism and presenteeism due to health conditions more problematic (Burton, et al.,
19 9 9 ).
In the past 10years, researchers have explored the use of questionnaires that
request employees to retrospectively estimate the effect of their chronic medical
conditions on their work (Goetzel, Ozminkowski, & Long, 2003). Compared to
traditional data collection methods, the costs of determining the effect of absenteeism and
presenteeism due to health conditions can be substantially reduced when valid and
reliable questionnhlres are used.Additionally, these techniques open the possibility of
determining lost worker productivity due to health conditions while at work
(presenteeism ). To date, these surveys support the assumption that job productivity is
related to the health conditions of the worker (Burton, et al., 19 9 9 ; Goetzel,
Ozminkowski et al., 2003).
Studies linking specific health conditions to absenteeism and presenteeism and the
resulting effects on productivity suggest that appropriately designed interventions may be
effectively employed to reduce the degree of impairment, thereby improving worker
productivity (Burton, et al., 19 9 9 ; Goetzel, Anderson, Whitmer, Ozminkowski, Dunn, &
Wasserman, 19 9 8; Goetzel, Ozminkowski et al., 2003). In addition, valid and reliable
self-reporting survey tools can be applied retrospectively, during the course of an
intervention program, in order to evaluate the program's effect on employee health and to
4

monitor for improvements in productivity (Goetze!, Ozminkowskiet al., 2003). With the
information provided through this process,workers'productivity and health status may
be considered by m anagement to support safety and health awareness practices among
workers.
Aconvenience sample of Tennessee safety and health professionals was chosen
forthis study. Safety and health professionals are expected to be more aware oftheir
health status and beliefs th an the general population ofworkers because ofthe safety and
health professionals'education,training, and professionalexperience. In the course of
their duties,safety and health professionals are more likely to be subjected t. ocertain
health conditions th an workers in other professions. Law enforcement�emergency
responders,and firefighters have been documented to have higher incidence rates bf
health conditions such as highstress and depression as a result oftheir'work environment
(Gershon, Lin & Li,2002; Neely & Spitzer, 1997; Marmar, Weiss, Metzler, Ronfeldt, &
Foreman, 1996). Numerous studies have documented the post-traumatic stress conditions
affecting emergency responders and law enforcement officials after major disasters,in
addition to the day-to-day stresses ofresponding to emergencies in their communities
(Gershon,et al., 2002; Neely & Spitzer, 1 997; Thompson, Kirk, & Brown, 2005).
Safety and health professionals,including medical services personnel and first
responders,have exhibited respiratoryillnesses and allergies at rates greater th an the
general population. The health conditions resulting from environmental contaminants
such as mold,mildew,smoke inhalation,asbestos,and dust from building materials are
likely to cause absenteeism and presenteeism (Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention, 1-5,2002; Udasin,2000). Safety and health professionals'health conditions
5
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are representative of those found in many industries because of the aging workforce.
Additionally, broadening the understanding of how absenteeism and presenteeism can be
used to measure productivity for the specific worker population is important because
traditional methods of measurement, such as piecework rates, quality of product, or
output volume, are not appropriate for this population (Gershon, et al., 2002).
An important component of this research was relating health beliefs to the
absenteeism and presenteeism caused by health conditions for a worker population. The
selection of a study population of safety and health professionals improves the ability to
generalize the results.Safety and health professionals work in business and industrial
settings with other worker groups and share commonalities and similar characteristics
with these other members of the workforce.

Assumptions
The basic assumptions made regarding this study were as follows:
1.

The respondents understood and responded truthfully and honestly to the
survey questions.

2.

The respondents were aware of tl1e confidentiality of their responses.

3.

The instrument used to collect data was valid and reliable.

4.

Study participants volunteered to participate.

6

D elimitation
For the purpose of this study the following delimitation was made:
The study population was delimited to a convenience sample drawn from the attendees at
the Tennessee Safety and Health Congress who visited the University of Tennessee
Safety Center exhibit booth at the Gaylord Opryland Resort and Convention Center,
Nashville, Tennessee, on July 25 and 26, 200 5.

Limitations
The study was limited in the following ways:
1. Tennessee safety and health professionals self-reported absenteeism and
presenteeism due to health conditions. No effort was made to ascertain the
reliability of what they self-reported.
2. Existing health conditions may or may not have been reported because they were
not diagnosed or treated by a health care professional.
3. Tennessee safety and health professionals self-reported health status and health
beliefs accurately . No effort was made to ascertain the reliability of what they
reported.

D efinition of T erms
Specific terms operationally defined for this study are as follows:
A. Absenteeism: Missing work because of health conditions (Ozminkowski, et al.,
2004).
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B. Presenteeism: The decrement in performance (efficiency, quality, speed, or
volume ) associated with remaining at work while impaired by health problems
(Burton, et al., 19 9 9 ).
C. Health Belief Model: A conceptual framework for studies that propose to identify
and clarify other factors involved in patient compliance to a suggested regimen
for health problem management (Dean-Baar, 19 9 4 ).
D. Perceived Susceptibility: An individual's subjective perception of his or her own
risk of, or vulnerability to, a specific disease or condition (Dean-Baar, 19 9 4 ).
E. Perceived Severity: An individual's perception of the medical and social
consequences of contracting a disease, or not treating a disease that is already
present (Dean-Baar, 19 9 4 ).
F. Perceived Benefits: An individual's beliefs about the likelihood that possible
actions available to him or her will lead to effective treatment or prevention of the
disease (Dean-Baar, 19 9 4 ).
G. Perceived Barriers: The potential negative aspects of a recommended course of
action. Perceived barriers can include factors such as cost, amount of time
required, convenience or inconvenience related to the course of action, side
effects of the action, and degree of unpleasantness (e.g., pain, upset, difficulty)
(Dean-Baar, 19 9 4 ).
H. Health Conditions: Operationally defined as chronic and acute illnesses and
diseases that affect adult workers (Wilson,Sisk, & Baldwin., 19 9 7).

8

Summary
The amount of worker absenteeism and presenteeism due to health conditions has
a significant effect on worker productivity. Absenteeism and presenteeism are unknown
variables that may affect the cost of doing business for employers. Until recently,
management has focused on health care insurance costs and lost time due to absenteeism
as measures to gauge the cost of lost productivity due to health conditions. However,
research has suggested that this practice significantly understates the extent of lost
productivity by ignoring presenteeism-the impairment caused by health conditions on
workers while at work. In some cases, research has indicated that presenteeism may be a
more significant cost than absenteeism, and should not be ignored when evaluating
possible actions (Goetzel, Long, Ozminkowski, Hawkins, Wang & Lynch, 2004).
Research has further suggested that surveys are a valid, reliable, and cost effective way to
evaluate worker absenteeism and presenteeism due to health conditions (Ozminkowski, et
al., 2004).
Current efforts to assess lost productivity due to health conditions are aimed at
determining which health conditions are the most prevalent and costly (Goetze!,
Hawkins, et al., 2003). If absenteeism and presenteeism costs can be reduced by
overcoming the effects of health conditions, substantial improvement in productivity may
be realized.
A key factor in the potential effectiveness of any health intervention method is
understanding the health beliefs of the employees. In order to design effective
intervention programs, managers must understand employee beliefs as they relate to
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health conditions. This study adopted the Health Belief Model as the theoretical
framework for investigation.
In order to study the population of safety and health workers, a convenience
sample of safety and health professionals was selected. Safety and health professionals
are subject to many of the same issues and work alongside other workforce populations.
However, they are subject to more work-related stress and depression and are exposed to
more environmental and communicable diseases than most other sub-populations of
workers (Thompson, et al, 2005; Gershon, et al., 2002; Neely & Spitzer, 19 9 7 ; Mannar,
et al., 19 96).
In this chapter, the introduction, purpose, and research questions that guided the
study were presented. Additionally, delimitations and limitations were identified and the
justification for the study was presented. Chapter 2provides a review of the literature,
including literature related in content and methodology. Chapter 3 presents the
methodology selected for collecting and analyzing the data. Chapter 4 discusses the data,
and Chapter 5 presents the conclusions and recommendations.
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CHAPTER l

REVIEW OF RELATED RESEARCH AND LITERATURE

Introduction
The purpose of this chapter is to review research and literature related to
absenteeism and presenteeism caused by health conditions, health conditions affecting
safety and health professionals, and health beliefs of affected workers who suffer from
these health conditions. The chapter is divided into three sections:
1. Literature related in content
2. Literature related in methodology and content
3. Literature related in methodology
Part 1presents literature and research related to the impact of health conditions on
the work productivity of safety and health professionals. This part identifies the primary
health conditions that cause reduced work productivity and discusses the health
conditions that present the highest risk factors among safety and health professionals.
Literature and research related to the health beliefs of adult members of the workforce,
evaluated within the framework of the Health Belief Model, are then presented.
Part 2presents literature and research related in methodology and content. This
part includes a discussion of the instruments selected for inclusion in the questionnaire
used in this study, the reasons they were selected, and validity and reliability information.
Part 3 of this chapter presents literature related in methodology.
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P art 1 : Literature R elated in Content
Health Conditions Affecting Safety and Health Professionals

The purpose of this section is to present literature related in content. The primary
heath conditions affecting safety and health professionals can be divided into two major
categories: stress-induced illnesses, such as high stress, migraines, sleep difficulties, and
depression; and environment-induced illnesses, such as allergic rhinitis and respiratory
illness.
There is general agreement in the literature that safety and health professionals,
by the nature of their work, are subject to some of the most stressful work environments,
and rank near the top of job categories for stress and stress-induced illnesses (Collins &
Gibbs, 2003; Sauter, Murphy, & Hurrell, 19 9 0). Health professionals have higher than
expected rates of burnout, mental disorders, admission rates to mental health centers, and
suicide rates (Sauter, et al. 19 9 0). Firefighters, ambulance drivers, law enforcement
personnel, and hospital and nursing home employees experience stressors specific to
these occupations that can result in post traumatic stress disorder (Collins & Gibbs, 2003;
Sauter, et al., 1 99 0). They are also subject to normal administrative and workplace
stresses inherent in a rigid command-and-control organizational structure. They deal with
cultural factors that cause them to feel they have no control over decision making. They
also deal with the general public on a daily basis and are subject to oversight and internal
investigations (Collins & Gibbs, 2003).
The Occupational Disease Intelligence Network system for Surveillance of
Occupational Stress and Mental Illness reports that law enforcement is considered among
the top three most stressful occupations (Collins & Gibbs, 2003). Studies examining the
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effect ofs tress on police forces ha ve found l evels ofpost tra uma tic s tress disorder abo ve
the le vels in the general po pulation (Ger shon,el al., 2 002 ). In these st udies,polic e
officers sel f-report the tra umatic affect of the increasing threat of violent crimes ,
incl uding partners killed or inj ured, gruesome m urders,dea ths ,and inj uries to women
and children near the age oftheir own family members, and mass cas ualty disasters,s uch
as the Wo rld Trade Center te rrorist attack (Gershon,et al.,2 002 ; CD C, 1-5,2 002 ; CD C
8- 10,2 002 ) .
Ger shon,et al. (2 002) st udied work stress in aging police officers and fo und that
the most import ant risk factors were poor coping behaviors,s uch as alcohol ab use or
problem gambling, and expos ure to critical e vents like shootings. The researchers fo und
that older police officers s ubject to high s tress are at risk for o ther serio us heal th
conditions. Three of fo ur officers reporting high s tress also reported symptoms of
depression, and halfreported symptoms ofpost tra umatic s tress disorder. The
researchers also fo und that 60%of the o fficers repor itng highs tress also reported abusing
alcohol in an effort to cope (Gershon,et al.,2 002).
T w enty p ercent ofthe resc ue and emergency workers at the World Trade Center
reported symptoms above the threshold level for post traumatic s tress, fo ur times the
perc entage lifetime expectancy ofpost tra umatic s tress disorder in the male general
pop ulation (CD C,2 004) . Researchers are finding that post tra umatic s tress disorder can
occ ur in persons,s uch as amb ul ance a ttendants and firefighters, who wi tness s tress ful
e vents (Laposa, Alden , & F ullerton , 2 003). Astudy ofemergency n urses a t an urb an
center hospi tal reported that 12 %ofthe emergency n urses who p articipated in the st udy
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met the criteria for a diagno si sofpo st traumatic stre ssdi sorder and 20 %h adpo st
trauma tic stre ss symptom s (L apo sa ,et al .,2003).
Stre ssful event s mo st frequently selecteda sup set ting were (1) providing c are to a
patient who i s arela tive or clo se friend and who i sdying or in seriou scondi tion; (2)
threatenedphy sical a ssault of sel f; (3) multiple trau ma with ma ssive bleedin g or
di sme mberment ; (4) de athofa child; (5) prov iding c are to a tr aum at zi edpat ei nt who
re semble syour selfor family member sin age or appe ar ance ; and (6) c arin g for a severely
b urnedpati ent (Lapo sa ,et al., 2003) . The re searcher sreportedthat the preval ence o f
di agno si sofpo st trau matic stre ss disorder in the e mergenc ynur se sainple wa s si milar to
the prevalence in ambul ance driver s and so me wha tlo wer th an the prev alence in
firefighter s foundin their other re search (Lapo sa ,et al., 2003; Lapo sa & Alden , 2003)
Ho wever ,other studie shave sho wn that daily occupational stre sscau sedby
org anization cli mate andculture i sa more si gnific ant cau se of stre ss andrelatedhealth
condition s such a sdepre ssion , migraine s, and sleep difficult ie sth an i spo st traumatic
stre ss (Collin s & Gibb s, 2003; Viol anti & Aron , 1994; Kirkcaldy , Cooper , & Ru ffalo , ·
1995). Co llec tivel y,the se stre ss-related sic kne sse shave placed a significant burden on
product vi i ty andc au sed sickne ss ab sence andear lyretire ment. Studie s have also found
suicide level s several time shigher in police o fficer sth an in the general public (Ne yl an ,
Metzler , Be st , Wei ss, Fag an , Liberm an ,et al., 200 2; Mc Cafferty , F., Mc cafferty ,E., &
Mc C afferty M ., 1992) . In the United Kingdom ,recordsindic ate that 26%ofpolice- force
medical ret ri ement i sdue to p sychologic al ill health (Her M aje sty's In spectora te of
Con stabulary , 1 997) . Org anizational i ssue s such a spolice work con flicting with ho me 
li fe de mands,ever ni crea sing workload,con st ant contact with the general population ,
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ri gid m ana gerial s tructure, cul tural facto rs tha t preclud es eekin g couns elin g,and in ternal
a ffairs in ves tiga tions a re fr equ en tl y repo rted as caus es o fhighs tr ess .
Collins & Gibbs (2003) re po rt ed tha t 41 %o fa sam pl eo f county poli ceoffi cers
repo rted hi gh s tr ess l evels . Th es tudy found that th edaily o rgani zational and o perational
s tr esso rs w eresignifi cantly mo res tr ess ful than fo r ht elo w s tr ess res pond en ts,bu t ht at
m edian valu es cl early sho w ed a gr ea ter perception o fs tr ess asso cia ted wi th
o rgani zationalissu es thano perational issu es. Fiv eo fth es ev en signifi cant predi cto rs o f
repo rtin ghighs tr ess w ereo rganizational , and in clud ed th e to p two s tr esso rs . Th es e w ere
(1 ) d emands o f wo rk im pin gin gon hom e; (2 ) not enou gh su ppo rt from s enio roffi cers; (3)
subj ect to com plain ts and inv esti gation ; (4) no tenough cont rol ov er wo rk;and (5) u rgen t
requ es ts preventin g pl ann ed work . Th etwo o perational s tr esso rs tha t w eresignifi cant
predi cto rs o fhi gh st ress in poli ceoffi cers w ere (1 ) dealin g wit hsom eon e who was drunk
and (2 )b ein ga t risk fo rh epa titis o r AIDS (Collins & Gibbs , 200 3) .
Saf etyand h eal th pro fessionals ex peri en cesl eepdiffi cul it es a thigher ra tes th an
do es th e gen eral po pulation. Sl eepdiffi culti es ar eo ften asso ciat ed with highs tr ess and
hi gh s tress o ccu pations , and hav eb een asso ciat ed wi ht mi gra ni es ,d epression , and oth er
s tr ess rela ted h ealth condi tions. Man ysaf ety and h ealth o ccu pa tions,su ch as la w
en fo rcemen t,fi refightin g, and hos pi at l and nu rsin ghom em edi cals ervi ces ,involv eshi ft
wo rk and shi ft ro ta tions . Shi ft wo rk and ro ta tin gshi fts hav eb een sho wn to disrupt
normal sl eep patterns and aff ect wo rk perfo rman ce (Gold , Ro ga cz, Bo ck , Tos teson ,
Baun , Spei zer , & C zeisl er, 1992; N ey an, etal., 2002 ) .
In Gold, etal . (1 992 ) ,a hos pi tal-bas ed s el f- repo rtin g qu es tio nnai rea dmin is ter ed
to nu rs es found tha tnu rs es on night and ro tatin gshi fts repo rt ed l ess unin terrupted sl eep.
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They were twice as likely to use medications to get to sleep, nodded off more at work and
while driving to and from work, and had twice the odds of incurring accidents or errors
related to drowsiness on the job, compared to day shift nurses. The researchers reported
that their results were consistent with laboratory studies showing that interrupted sleep
and sleep deprivation as a result of rotating shifts were associated with lapses of attention
and increased reaction time and lead to increased error rates (Gold, et al., 19 9 2).
Sleep difficulties among police officers have also been studied. In one study,
police officers from New York, Oakland, and San Jose were divided into day shift and
rotating shift groups, and both groups were compared to a control group uninvolved with
police or emergency work. Police officers on rotating shifts were found to have more
disturbed sleep than the rotating shift control group, and day shift officers had more sleep
difficulties than the day shift control group. Both groups of police officers reported less
time asleep on average that either control group (Neylan, et al., 2002). In this study, the
high prevalence of sleep difficulty was not explained by rotating shifts or by traumatic
stress, implying that the routine occupational stresses of police work were responsible
(Neylan, et al., 2 002).
Safety and health professionals are also at high risk of experiencing the
environment-related health conditions of allergic rhinitis and respiratory illness. National
and international studies have related allergic rhinitis, respiratory illness, asthma, and
lung disease to occupational causes, resulting in lost work days, job changes, duty
limitations, and reduction of work hours (Blanc, Burney, Janson, & Toren, 2003 ). These
studies have shown that even upper respiratory tract infections that are normally not
disabling are still often associated with a significant decrement in productivity (Blanc, et
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al ,. 2003). Using d at a from the European Community Re spir ato ryHe alth Su rvey to
analyze wor kpl ace exposures and respir atory s ymptoms th at c aused job changes due to
bre athing difficulty, Bl anc,et al . (2003), found th at United States workers ranked second
among indus tri alized n ations in the prev alence ofreported chest tightness or wheezing
(13.1 %) due to wor kpl ace atmospheric contamin ants,and third in the percent age of
re spondents who changed jobs due to breathing difficulty (5.2 %). Inthis st udy,
firefighting w as iden tified as ahigh -risk occupation where highoccup ationalexposures
to inhalants like v apors,g as ,dust,and fumes were expected .
Rese arch conducted on firefighters ,rescue workers, and emergency personne l
who were ne ar ground zero,or who were involved in the rescue and recovery e fforts
immedi ately following the co l apse ofthe World Tr ade Center Towers,h as found
respir atory illness and allergic rhini tis c aused by acute smoke and fume inhal ations and
dust from c rushed concrete, asbestos,gypsum,fiber glass, furnishings ,p aints,and o ffice
and janitor supplies (Kipen & Gochfe ld,2002 ; Beckett,2002; C D C, 8-10 ,2002 ;
Ban auch, Alleyne, S anchez, Olender, Cohen, Weiden,et al ,. 2003) .Emergency and
rescue workers reported widespre ad development of acough ,l abeled ''WT C cough "by
firefighters,due to the dust, smoke, and fumes at the site (Kipen & Gochfe dl , 2002 ; C D C,
8-10,2002; B anauch et al ,. 2003). "WT C cough"w as found to be air way in flamm ation
and ob struc tion (B anauch,et al ,. 2003).
During the first 4 8hours after the Wo rld Tr ade Center coll apse , 90 %of the rescue
workers reported WT C -rel ated coughs,often presenting addition al s ymptoms ofn as al
congestion ,chest tigh tness or b urning (C D C, 1-5, 2002 ; B anauch,et al., 200 3).The
number ofrespir atory medic al le ave incidents during the 1 1 months after the attack were
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five times the number recorded in the 11months before the attack, and 333 firefighters
and emergency workers had WTC-related coughs severe enough to require more than
four weeks of consecutive medical leave. Nearly a year later, 173 of them had not
recovered and were still on medical leave or light duty (CDC, 1-5, 2002).

Absenteeism and Presenteeism
The cost burden of health conditions among employees is recognized as a
significant business expense that directly affects the bottom line of large and small
businesses alike. As the population ages, the work force is aging. Employees are
working to an older age, and population demographics indicate that fewer young people
will be entering the work force. Both of these dynamics contribute to an increase in the
average age of the workforce and translate into a larger portion of the workforce that will
suffer chronic health conditions that affect their work productivity. This phenomenon
will further affect the cost burden of health conditions among workers for corporations.
It is difficult to detennine the magnitude, principle causes, and actual cost burden
of chronic illnesses. Medical expense statistics alone do not adequately represent the cost
burden of chronic medical conditions to employers. Many researchers agree that medical
expense statistics may represent less than half of the related expenses (Goetze!, Hawkins,
et al., 2003 ). Absenteeism has been shown to be a significant contributor to the financial
burden of health conditions. Absenteeism takes many forms, including sick time, short
and long-term disabilities (STD & LTD ), workers' compensation, and Family Medical
Leave (FMLA ). Each form is often separately reported by different departments in most
corporate offices (Goetzel, Hawkins, et al., 2003; Goetzel, Guindon, Turshen, &
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Ozminko wski, 20 0 1). Fur the rmore,pe rform ance on the job can suffer due to health
conditions andtheir effects,to the point that rese archers andexpe rts in the fieldhave
coinedthe term ''presenteeism " (Goetzel, Ozminko wski,et al ,. 20 0 3; Goetzel,et al.,
20 0 4).
Operationally definedin Chapter 1,presenteeism is the reducedeffectiveness or
lost produc tivity ofemployees while at work due to the effects ofheath conditions
(Goetzel , Q zminko ws ki,et al ,. 20 0 3). Productivityloss at work can result from a number
ofcauses. For example , workers couldlose the ability to focus or concentrate on their
work,causing them to work more slo wly or needto repeat a job. Interpersonal
co mm unications couldalso be a source oflo wer work productivity,resulting in delays or
the necessity to repeat the com munications or do the work over . This reduced
effectiveness m anifests itselfas an indirect cost burden to b usinesses beca use employers
must compensate for lost work productivityby overstaffing or suffer a reduction in sales,
revenues,andprofits (Goetzel, Ozminko wski,et al., 20 0 3 ; Goetzel ,et al., 20 0 4).
As health insurance costs continue to rise every ye arat double -digit rates,and the
average age ofthe workforce increases,the corporate comm unity is sta rting to reco gnize
that con trolling these costs requires a holistic approach. To m ake efficient use of
av ailable resources,the mos tsignific ant con tributo rs to lost productivitymust be
identified, ande ffective intervention protocols must be devisedthat will provide the
re turnon inves tment that justifies the e ffort (Goetzel ,Hawkins ,et al., 20 0 3).
In The Health and Productivity Cost Burden of the "Top JO " Physical andMental
Health Conditions Affecting Six Large US. Employers in 1999, Goetzel,Hawkins ,et al .

(20 0 3) conducteda r etro specti ve revie wofabsenteeism and S TD data in medical and
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pharmacy claim files of six large companies totaling 3 74, 700employees over a three
year period. Their goal was to determine and rank the health conditions that resulted in
the highest absenteeism and costs. Physical and mental health conditions were
considered separately.
The study identified the top 20most prevalent and costly physical health
conditions. These costs include the cost of absenteeism and the cost of medical treatments
due to health conditions. The conditions were grouped into four broad disease categories
in order of costliness: ( 1) cardiovascular disorders, which included angina pectoris,
essential hypertension, and acute myocardial infarction, and represented the largest
medical, absence, and disability costs; ( 2) musculoskeletal disorders, including back
disorders, osteoarthritis, and spine trauma; (3) ear, nose and throat conditions; and ( 4)
cancer (Goetzel, Hawkins, et al., 2003). Of the average $ 2,5 05 in chronic health care
costs per employee, employers paid 71% for medical care, 20% for absenteeism, and 9%
for STD programs (Goetzel, Hawkins, et al., 2003).
The researchers also identified the top 10most costly mental health conditions.
Bipolar disorders and depression represented the most costly mental health conditions,
although these costs, at about $ 17 9 per employee, were only 4. 8% of the total health care
expenses. The costs for mental health conditions were more evenly divided, with medical
care representing 53%, absenteeism 3 4%, and STD programs accounting for 13% of the
total (Goetzel, Hawkins, et al., 2003).
In aggregate, the total health care costs due to health conditions averaged $3, 703
per employee. The top 10physical health conditions represented 27% of total health care
costs for the six companies, and the top 20accounted for 38% (Goetze!, Hawkins, et al.,
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2003). The researchers also found that incidental absences, such as when employees call
in "sick," cost employers more than twice as much as STD absences ( 20% versus 9% for
chronic physical conditions and 34% versus 1 3% for mental health conditions, of the total
health program budget). They conclude that this provides an indication that incidental
absences are not well managed, whereas STD incidents are closely monitored, often by
outside subcontractors (Goetzel, Hawkins, et al., 2003).
In a follow-up article, Goetze!, et al. ( 2004) further refined their analysis, and
included work productivity losses due to presenteeism. Five large-scale multi-health
condition studies that included self-reported surveys assessing both presenteeism and
absenteeism were analyzed. These data were then compared to the absenteeism data
from medical records and prescription drug insurance claims, absence, and STD records
studied previously.
In this study, presenteeism was found to account for an average of 6 1% of the
total costs for each of the top 1 0 physical health conditions, ranging from
migraine/headache (89%), allergies (82%), and arthritis (77%) at the high end, to
respiratory infections (25%) and heart disease ( 19%) at the low end, implying that
between one-fifth and three-fifths of employer costs for health conditions are due to the
loss of on-the-job work effectiveness. Furthermore, the effects of presenteeism drove the
main contributors to health care costs. When presenteeism was taken into account, the
researchers found that the top four most expensive chronic health conditions were
hypertension, depression/sadness/mental illness, heart disease, and arthritis (Goetzel, et
al., 2004).
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There were several limitations to this study. The researchers found little
uniformity in the five self-reporting presenteeism sUJVeys they evaluated and a large
variability in cost estimates due to lost work productivity generated by the instruments.
They called for additional surveys to reduce this variability, and recommended
establishing common metrics and approaches to measuring presenteeism (Goetzel, et al.,
2004 ).
In 19 9 8, Goetzel, et al. studied the relationship between 10modifiable health risk
factors and medical costs among an employee population. The researchers used the
Health Enhancement Research Organization (HERO) database, consisting of 6 1,5 6 8
employees at six large companies across the country over 19 9 0- 19 95 and generated by a
self-report instrument that measured health habits and practices. Health risks associated
with physical activity, exercise patterns, alcohol consumption, eating habits, tobacco use ,.
depression, and stress were assessed through the self-report instrument. Blood pressure,
total cholesterol, height, body weight, and blood glucose level were collected during
screening exams. Insurance claims for inpatient and outpatient medical services were
also incorporated into the study.
The results of the study suggested that employees with high risk factors for poor
health outcomes had significantly higher health care expenditures than did those at lower
risk in seven of the ten risk categories (those depressed, under high stress, having high
blood glucose level, having extremely high or low body weight, being former and current
tobacco users, having high blood pressure, and having sedentary lifestyles). These
employees also showed a likelihood of having extremely high (outlier) expenditures over
a short-term period. Two psychological factors-depressed and highly stressed-were
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foundto be the largest causes ofmedical exp endi tures,accounting for t he largest cos t
variance bet ween lo w- and high-ris k wor kers. Additionally,employees with multiple
hig h-ris kprofiles (suc has selfr eporting highs tress,highbloodpressure,ande xcessive
alcohol consumption )hadhi gher health care expenditures th an didthose wit hout the
profiles for hea rtdisease,psyc hological problems, ands tro ke (Goet zel,et al., 1998).
Goe tzel et al. (1998) concludedt hat common modifiable healt hris ks are relatedto
a short-term ni crease in incu rring healt hexpenditures andto t he si ze oft hose
expenditures . F urthermore,t hese researc hers definedt he need for future researc hon
establis hing which interventions are most e ffective in reducing population risk,and
whet her cost benefits accr ue wit hthe ris kreduct ion (Goet zel,et al ,. 1998) .
Fe wrigorous st udies have evaluatedthe effect of wor kplace programs in reducing
t hese modifiable healt hris ks in a cost effective manner. In 1999, Goet zel, Juday, &
Ozm inko ws ki conducteda syst ematic Meta literature study and analysis ofret um-on 
inves tment studies ofco rporate health andproductivity management programs . T he
researc hers identifiedt he most rigorous s tudies o fhealth management (including healt h
promotion,disease prevention, and wel nl ess ),as well as disease anddemand
m anagement programs,andevaluatedt heir healt hbenefit versus cost ratios,or ret um-on 
inves tment. All ofthese definitive st udies demons trateda positive ret urnon the healt h
care invest ment dollar (Goet ze!,et a .l, 1999) .
T he study foundthat less cos tly inte rventions pr ovidedto t he employee at home ,
by mail,or by telep hone were often more cost effective t han were m any oft he more
expensive programs. T he researc hers also foundt hat pro grams that combinedco rporate
health m anagement anddisease and/or dem andm anagement were also particularly
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successful. These programs employed health-risk appraisal methods to identify workers
with high-risk profiles. These employees were triaged into risk-appropriate intervention
programs and provided tailored communication and health education, appropriate self
help materials, and appropriate follow-up. The study concluded that in keeping with the
researchers' experience, these programs can yield significant cost savings if they target a
high-risk population and provide effective interventions (Goetzel, et al., 19 9 9 ).

Health Beliefs and the Health BeliefModel

Once the primary health conditions affecting the workforce and the associated
amount of absenteeism and presenteeism due to employee health conditions have been
identified, the potential for determining actions to improve health and reduce absenteeism
and presenteeism should be investigated. This study used the Health Belief Model to
form the conceptual framework for evaluating health beliefs, which may be considered
when determining appropriate actions to improve health and reduce absenteeism and
presenteeism.
The Health Belief Model has been one of the most widely used theoretical
concepts for explaining individual human behavior and beliefs for over 50years (Strecher
& Rosenstock, 19 97; Quinn & Coreil; 2001). It provides a conceptual framework for
studies that propose to identify and clarify factors involved in patient participation in and
compliance to a suggested regimen for health problem management (Rosenstock, 197 4;
Dean-Baar, 19 9 4 ).
The Health Belief Model is a psychological value expectancy theory translated
into health-related behavior (Strecher & Rosenstock, 19 97 ). It evolved from efforts by
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psychologists to underst andth e failur eofm any adults to participat ein fr eetub erculosis
s creening in th e early 1950s , andhas b een us edto explain andint erven ein a wide variety
ofh ealth -r elat edb eh a v oi rs (Str ech er & Ros enstock , 1997).
Th eH ealth Beli ef Model postulat es that ifindi viduals ar eto takedis eas e
pr even tion m easur es ,th ey must fe el susc ep tibl eto th edis eas e,b eli ev ethat occu rrenc eof
th edis eas ewould ha v ea serious impact on life, and judg ethat prev enti v em easur es ar e
b en eficial ,out-w ei ghing any b arriers in vol v edin taking such m easur es (Ch ang , Ch en
C N , & Ch en C L ,2 003; Conway ,Hu , Benn ett, & Ni edos , 1999; S tr ech er & Ros enstock ,
1997; Wilson , et al., 1 997).Th e four cons tructs ofth eH ealth Beli ef Model ar epr es ent ed
b elo w .
P erc ei v ed Susc eptibili ty:An indi vidual s' sub jecti v ep erc ep tion ofhis or h er o wn
risk o f,or wln erability to ,a sp ecific dis eas eor condition (D ean -Baar, 1994;
Wilson , et al., 1997; Ch en , N eufeld, F eely , & Skinn er , 1998). Ifth eindi vidualhas
alr eady con tract edth edis eas eor condition ,th emodel considers an indi vidual s'
acc eptanc eofth ediagnosis or susc ep tibility to illn ess in g en eral (S trech er &
Ros enstock , 1997).
P erc ei v ed S ev eri ty:An indi vidual's p erc eption of tl1em edical and social
cons equ enc es ofcon tracting a dis eas eor ofnot tr ea ting a dis eas ethat is alr eady
pr esent (D ean- Baar , 1994). It is an indi vidual s' p erc eption ofth edegr eeofharm
such a dis eas e wouldb ring upon that indi vidual (e.g .,death ,disabili ty,pain )and
possibl esocial cons equ enc es (e.g., effectsofth econdi tion on work , family life,
and social r elations ) (Wilson , et al., 1997; Ch en et al ., 1998; S tr ech er &
Ros enstock , 1997) .
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Perceived Bene fits : An individual's beliefs about the l ki elihoodthat possible
actions available to h imor her w lil leadto effective trea tment or prevent ion ofthe
dise ase .This also includes an evaluation by the indiv d
i ual ofthe fe asibility ofthe
course (s ) ofaction available andthe individual's beliefthat co mpl ying w ith the
intervention or wellness education may help i mprove health (De an- Baar , 1994;
Wilson,et al ,. 1997) . Benefits do not have to relate to the ni dividual s' health .
Potential benefits that are not health relatedinclude saving money by q uitting
smoking or pleasing family me mbers,or a childreceiv ni g a loll ypop for ge tting a
shot (S trecher and Rosenstock, 1997).
Perceived Barriers : Ba rriers are the potential negative aspects ofa reco mmended
course ofaction andcan include factors such as cost,a mount oftime required,
convenience or inconvenience relatedto the course ofaction,side effects ofthe
action, andde gree ofunpleasan tness (e g. .,pa ni ,upset,difficulty ) (De an- Baar ,
1994) . B arriers c an also include unpleasan tness a ssociatedwith adopting or
undert aking the inte rvention or wellness pro gra mandlogistical di fficult ies in
par ticipa tion (e.g ,. too e xpensive,dangerous side effec ts,pain ful,difficult,
upset ting,inconvenient,or ti me-consu ming (Wilson,et a l., 1997� Chen e tal.,
1998; Quinn & Coreil,200 1).
Althoughpublishedresearch exists regarding a nu mber ofspecific disea se
prevention pract ices,including A IDS protection,breast self -examination,test icular sel f
exa mination, andcompliance with ma mmo graphy ,li ttle in formation about the specific
health beliefs ofemplo yee populations conce rning act ions to i mprove health sta tus has
been foundin the literature (Wilson,et al ,. 1997). The role ofhealth beliefs andhow
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behavio rs can be ch angedduring the manag ement ofch ronic illnesses have not been
adeq uately explo red (W ilson,et al ,. 1997) .
Heal thbehavio rs andbar rie rs ofspecific wo rker g ro ups may diffe rsignific antly.
Fo re xample, reasons fo rnon -participation in comp any-sponso redst andardemployee
wellness p ro grams co uldinvolve special b arrie rs associated with shift wo rk, rotat ni g
shifts,o r working mo re th an one job to make ends meet (Alexy, 1991).
Resea rche rs have repo rtedthat pop ulation-s pec fi
i c Health Belief Model tools
have been usedto pl an actions to reduce ch ronic andp reventable diseases s uch as
diabetes andto imp rove b reast self-e xamination as a p reventive meas ure (Dean- Baar,
1994; Ch ang,et al ,. 2003) .Ho weve r,additional resea rch is neededto systematically
compa re the attit ude ofspecific gro ups to repo rtedheal thconditions relatedto ac ute and
ch ronic disease associat ion with lifestyle habits (G abha ni n, Kellehe r, Na ughton, Carte r,
Flannag an, & Mc Grath, 1999; Goldring,Taylo r, Kemeny, Anton, 2002). An umbe rof
studies ofch ronically ill pop ulations have applied the Health Belief Model to the
re spondents ' willingness to ma ni t ain a medication-taking re gimen. Pe rceivedbenefits and
costs we re fo undto be p redicto rs ofmedication-taking behavio ramong hype rtension and
c ancer patients (B ro wn & Segal, 1996; Ne well, P rice, Robe rts, & Baum an , 1986) ,and
pe rceivedseve rity was p redictive ofsmo king cessat oi ns in medication-taking heart
disease patients (Pede rson, W ankl ni , & Baske rville, 1984). Health Belie f Model
cons tructs have also been usedas the frame wo rk fo rst udying self -repo rtedmedication 
ta king behavio ramong diabetics,andadhe rence to arthritis regimen among a g ro up wi th
ch ronic arthritis (De an- Ba ar, 1994) .
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Age, knowledge, smoking, and fitness level are socio-demographic factors that
have been studied in relationship to health behavior (Wilson, et al., 19 9 7). In a study that
looked at socio-demographic factors using the framework of the Health Belief Model:,
Dean-Baar ( 19 9 4 ) reported that age, diagnosis, marital status, and religion resulted in
significant differences between two samples of arthritis patients. In this study, the
research findings suggest that investigating the relationship between the dimensions of
the Health Belief Model and socio-demographic variables may provide information that
can be used to tailor interventions. Dean-Baar ( 19 9 4 ) suggests that in the future,
clinicians may be able to use valid and reliable Health Belief Model instrument subscale
scores to indicate which specific health beliefs are most important to the individual and
therefore which aspects a health care provider should focus on to modify behavior.
Goldring et al. (2002) explored the health beliefs of a population of chronically ill
inflammatory bowel disease patients using the framework of the Health Belief Model,
and also considered the effects of quality of life and physician-patient relationship. The
researchers found that the Health Belief Model constructs were the strongest predictors of
medication-taking intention. In particular, the researchers found that the higher the self
reported perceived risk of disease flare-up, the higher the self-reported intention to take
their medicine. The researchers concluded that because chronically ill patients face
different challenges and constraints, they might make different treatment decisions than
would healthy or acutely ill patients. The severity of the patient's condition was a
significant factor in the patient's receptivity to the costs and benefits of proposed
treatments. More symptomatic patients were sensitive to both costs and benefits, whereas
less symptomatic patients focused more on costs alone (Goldring, et al., 2002).
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J an z and Becker (1 984) re vie wed 46di fferent studies that usedthe Health Belief
Model cons tructs and foundperceivedbarriers to be the most po wer ful single predictor of
health behav oi r across all ofthe s tudies . Perceivedsusceptibili ty was a s tronger predictor
ofparticipation in preventive heal thbehaviors , where asthe cons truct ofperceived
benefits was a s tronger predic tor ofhealth ac tions recommended for persons who already
hada medical condition (i.e.compliance with a treatment or rehabilitati ve regimen ).
As advancements in medicalcare contribute to lengthening average life spans,th e
number ofmembers in the general population with chronic illness is increasing. One of
the trea tment goals for chronic illness is to get patients to engage in beha viors that will
help manage their diseases . De an -Baar (1 994)usedthe Health Belief Model as the
conc eptual frame work for studying the factors that affect patient compli ance with a
suggestedre gimen,including self -management tec hniques,modificat oi ns in life style , and
medical treatment for arthritis .
Like wise,in a studyofthe health beliefs ofa general popula it on sample of
Michig an res idents, Weissfeld, Kirscht, & Brock (1 990) suggestedthat practitioners may
be be tter able to tailor the content ofhealth education programs to part icular members
andspecific population subgroups ofthe community with kno wledge gained from the
Health Belief Models .These researchers suggest that doing so may have wide
m
i plications for policy m akers. In the Michig an su rvey,s trong associations between
perceivedhealth sta ut s andother health beliefs were found. In addition,female,non 
white,less educated, andlo wer income respondents r eportedmore conce rnabout their
health andr eportedgreater susceptibili tyto the ill effects ofdisease (Weissfeld,et al.,
1 990).
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Part 2: Literature Related in Methodology and Content

Absenteeism and Presenteeism
The purpose of this section is to present literature related in methodology and
content. As health care costs have spiraled, corporations have taken note of literature
demonstrating that chronic and acute health conditions reduce employee productivity.
Employers have come to realize that if they keep their employees healthier, the
employees will be more productive, and the improvement will be apparent in the
corporate bottom line. As a result, there has been a recent surge in new productivity tools
constructed to measure the loss of work productivity due to absenteeism and
presenteeism. These tools are designed to assist employers in quantifying the full cost
burden of health conditions within their companies (Ozminkowski, et al., 2004; Goetze!,
Ozminkowski, et al., 2003).
To quantify the cost burden of health conditions, careful research into the impact
of major health conditions on work productivity is being conducted, but this research is
still in its infancy. The aim of the research is to relate the health and productivity cost
burden of specific illnesses to their respective risk factors in order to identify appropriate
and effective health and disease management programs and interventions. Once
accurate, valid, and reliable measurement instruments exist, corporations can employ
them to evaluate the potential return on investment of providing alternative health and
disease management programs for their employees. Additionally, employers will be able
to apply these tools retrospectively, after interventions have been established for some
period of time, in order to measure and evaluate a program's performance in improving
health and productivity (Goetzel, Ozminkowski, et al., 2003).
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Ozmi nko wski,et al. (2 0 0 4) condu cted a Meta litera ture revi ewusing the
Medline /Healt hstar dat abase,and supplemented byt he "Gold Book," Measuring
Employee Productivity: A Guide to Self-Assessment Tools,published by L ynch and

Riedel (2 0 0 1).The resear chers revie wed n ni e produ ctivitys wveys desi gned primarily for
adult employees,va rying from 1 5to 30 questions,and in cluding telephone su rveys,and
paper and pen cil ins truments . Re call periods va ried from one week to one year,al though
most were three months or less. One ins trument , the Work Produ ctivity Short Inventory
(WP S I), consisted of four versions with different re call p eriods . Based on results from the
one-year WP SI, the resear chers reported some eviden ce indi cating that a one-year period
indu ces conse rvatism be cause current temporaryheal th conditions could get extended
a cross a full year time frame when shorter periods summed toge ther would sho w more
variation (Ozmi nko wski,et a l.,2 0 0 4).
The resear chers condu cted a comparison s tudyutili zing the WP SI and the Work
Limita tions Ques tionn aire (W L Q )administered to the same employee population
{N=567)ofa large tele communi cations firm over the Inte rnet. Surveyorder bias was
eliminated byasking the WP SIquestions first for halfof the population and the W L Q
questions first for the o ther ha lf,sele cted randomly. The resear chers reported that
reliability and validitydata for both ins truments were available ni the iltera ture
(Ozmi nko w ski ,et al ,. 20 0 4).
The WP S I,also kno wn as the HThe Wellness Inventory," was chara cter ized as a
dire ctional dev ice to assist employers in qui cklye stimating the produ cti vitylosses
asso ciated with 1 5highlyprevalent or expensive a cute,intermittent ,or chroni cmedi cal
conditions over a four- week re call per iod . Based on the results,the employer would be
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better able to select appropriate disease management or inteivention programs to target a
reduction in the health-related productivity costs of the company's workforce
(Ozminkowski, et al., 2004� Goetzel, Ozminkowski, et al., 2003).
The instrument was not designed to determine the full cost burden of all illnesses
but, instead, to identify the burden of the most prevalent and expensive health problems
experienced in the corporate environment. The results can be utilized to prioritize the
most prevalent chronic health conditions and predict the return on investment of
competing inteivention programs (Goetzel, Ozminkowski, et al., 2003).
The researchers described the WLQ as a general tool to measure the degree to
which health conditions interfered with performing job tasks and contributed to
subsequent productivity loss. This 25-item instrument used a two-week recall period and
has been validated for a variety of employee populations and illnesses. For this
comparison, the researchers used a four-week recall timeframe (Ozminkowski, et al.,
2004 ; Lerner, Amick, Rogers, Malspeis, Bungay, & Cynn, 2001).
The WLQ yields data on performance of specific job tasks and generates four
scale scores, summarizing the job's (1) physical demands, (2) time-management
demands, (3) mental and interpersonal demands, and ( 4) output demands, in terms of
quantity, quality, and timeliness. These scores are combined to generate a productivity
loss index, or the loss of work output due to presenteeism per hour compared to a healthy
employee standard (Ozminkowski, et al., 2004 ; Lerner, et al., 2001).
In this study, average at-work productivity loss, or presenteeism, was measured as
4. 9% on the WLQ, and 6. 9% on the WPSI, and was associated with the existence of
particular medical conditions. Significant statistical correlations between the surveys
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were identified for allergy (. 16), depression (. 28), and high stress (. 25), and marginally so
for workers who served as caregivers for children with respiratory disorders (.33
correlation; p = . 05 12) (Ozminkowski, et al., 2004).
Both instruments also suggested that total productivity losses were significantly
influenced by perceived health status as well as specific medical conditions. However,
the losses due to specific medical conditions suggested by the WPSI were more
pronounced. The researchers attributed this to narrower, illness-specific items in the
WPSI compared to the broader WLQ questions that may also have resulted in the
summing of multiple medical conditions that existed at the same time. As a result, they
postulated that although the WPSI was more useful as a diagnostic tool to determine
whether specific diseases or medical conditions affected productivity, it might overstate
productivity losses for employees who have more that one health condition and are
unable to differentiate between them in determining the cause (Ozminkowski, et al.,
2004).
The comparison study was limited by response rate (9. 7%) and medical
conditions that affected fewer than 30respondents. The researchers believed that these
limitations affected the generalizing of tl1e results to other employers, but the comparison
of the instruments was still valid, since the same population was used for both
(Ozminkowski, et al., 2004).
The WPSI development and reliability was assessed by Goetzel, Ozminkowski, et
al. ( 2003) and found to be a highly reliable tool for estimating the relative contribution of
specific medical conditions to worker productivity. For the assessment, three versions of
the instrument were developed and distributed randomly to volunteers at a large
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manu fac tu ring andcommunication fi rm's hea tlh fai r. The su rveys di ffe redonly in the
reca l time p eriods to be conside red,consis ting ofsu rveys fo r recall response pe riods of
one yea r,th ree mo nths, andt wo weeks (Goe tzel, Ozmi nko wski,et al ,. 2003).
Since the W P SI was sho rtandconside reda varie tyofcondi tions that we re not
expectedto be p roblematic fo r the respondent s,scale-based reliability measu res such a s
C ronbac b s' a pl ba we re not conside redapplic abl e. Additionally ,only one administration
oft he ins trument wa spossible,so test -retest couldnot be used. As a result ,the
researche rs u sed spli t-sample tec hni ques focusedon the vari abilit yofthe su rvey
responses to a s ess reliabili ty. P articip ants we re randomly dividedinto t wo e qual groups,
and reliability was dete rminedby compa ring the po rtion of respondent sthat su ffe red
p roductivi tylosses due to health conditions ac ross the t wo groups fo reach s urvey
inst rument. Z-tests fo rdi ffe rences in p ropo rtions we re calculatedto evaluate whethe rthe
p ropo rtions di ffe redby group fo reach ve rsion ofthe su rvey (Goe tzel, Ozminko w ski,et
al., 2003).
The resea rche rs est ablishedfi ve reliability c rite ria fo rthe financial me trics fo r
each ve rsion o fthe W P SI. The ove ra ll re liabi il tyo feac hinstrument was then estimate d
as the percen tage oftime these c rite ria we re met . The c rite ria we re :
1. Co rrelat oi n ofdolla rmet ric values bet ween the t wo groups as measu redby the
co rrelation coe fficient. The resea rche rs repo rtedt hat Nu nna l y (1978)
suggestedthat co rrelations greate rth an . 70 we re evidence ofsatis fac to ry
reliability .They used Kendall s' tau as the co rrelation mea su re,in o rde rto
measu re the di rection as well as the ma gnitude ofdi ffe rences be tween grou p
dolla r values.
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2 . Correlations were determinedto be significantly different from zero by Z-test.
3. The thirdcriterion wa sto investigate the consistency ofthe averages be tween
the t wo randomly dividedrespondent groups by applying the t-test to
differences in the average values . Asi gnific ant difference in mean values
wouldbe interpretedas a reliability problem.
4. No group mean shouldbe more th an t wice as l arge as the mean of the o ther
group that p articipatedin the survey . This crite rion gu ardedagainst th e
possibility that the t-test smight miss moderately sizedreliability probl ems ,or
that sample sizes were too small to findsignificant differences in the
comparisons .
5. The fi fth criterion utilized the calculation ofcoe fficients ofvariation on the
differences in the dollar me trics across the t wo groups .This was accompli shed
by sor ting each group from lo west to highest and then calculating the
difference bet ween the doll armetrics as the group 1 dollar metric for each
respondent minus the associatedgroup 2 value .The coe fficient ofv ariation
was definedas the s at ndarddevia tion of the difference val ue,dividedby tis
mean. Wherea s the t-test hadme asured whether t he difference values hada
me an equal to zero,the coe fficient ofv ariation focusedon the variabili ty of
the differences (Goet zel, Ozmi nko wski,et al., 2003) .
Once these crite ria were completed,the results were determinedby counting the
frequency andproportional time the criteria were met .The overall reliabili ty was then
evaluatedby the proportion oftime the doll armetrics were consistent with expectations.
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Z-tests were usedto compare the reliability of the three di fferent s urvey recall periods
(Goetzel , Ozmi nko ws ki,et al., 2003).
Basedon their resul st ,the researchers r epor et dthat the WPS I was likely to
provide very reliable estima et s ofthe percentage ofemployees with absenteeism or
pres enteeism produc tivity losses relatedto the 15medical conditions testedby the
instrument . Inaddition ,the WPS I was fo undto generate reliable est m
i ates ofthe
fin anci al burden ofthe conditions . Al though the reliability statist ci s ofthe three s urvey
recall periods va ried,the va ri ance was not signific antly di fferent to the 05
. level,r anging
from 66.2%to 75.4%.Ho wever , the researchers recommendedthe 1 2-month survey
recall per oi d,suggesting that it wouldbetter capture intermi ttent andacute he alth
problems in addition to chronic heal thconditions (Goe tzel , Ozminko wski ,et al ., 2003).
The researchers recommendedt wo ac tions to potentially improve ins trument
reliability :increase the s ample population size andmodi fy the wording for items related
to depression ,s tress ,diabetes , andhypertension to compensate for outlier values foundin
the data . Finally ,the researchers contendedthat most instr ument developers focus on
simpler reliab ility me trics like Cronbach's alpha or re plica tions thatgenera te co rre al tion
coe fficients. They recommendedapplying multiple reliabili ty me trics similar to those
they usedas well in order to develop a more complete picture ofreliability (Goetzel ,
Ozminko wski ,et al., 2003) .
Ozminko wski , Ozminko ws ki,et al. (2003) conducteda validi ty analysis of the
WPS I. In this study ,content ,predictive , andcons truct validity were investigated for all
t hree s urvey recall periods. The WPS I was pre -testedat a large comp any prior to being
a dministered to test validity at a m an ufacturing fi rm in Vi rg ni ia. The re sponses were
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used to revise the instrument to enhance clarity and readability (Ozminkowski, Goetzel,
& Long, 2003).
Content validity was performed to determine whether the WPSI adequately
represented the group of medical conditions having a large potential impact on work
productivity. The researchers compared the list of diseases tested by the instrument with a
list of high prevalence and high cost burden diseases derived from company medical
claims and short-term disability (STD ) data combined with prevalence and cost burden
data from other studies that had examined productivity losses related to health conditions
(Ozminkowski, et al., 2003).
Predictive validity, or the ability to predict subsequent health status, was assessed
using multiple regressions. Absenteeism, presenteeism, and associated cost burden across
all 15 health conditions and their influence on current perceived health status were tested
while controlling for age, gender, and hours worked per week. The impact of each
disease was then regressed individually (Ozminkowski, et al., 2003).
Since a high predictive validity would imply a lower perceived health status for
those employees with high rates of absenteeism or presenteeism, the percentage of
regression coefficients that were negative were expected to be high. Therefore, the
researchers applied a Z-test to the difference in positive/negative coefficients to
determine whether the percentage of negative regression coefficients was significantly
greater than 5 0% (Ozminkowski, et al., 2003).
To assess construct validity, the researchers compared the three survey recall
periods utilizing Z-tests to determine whether prevalence percentages differed according
to recall period, accounting for expected variations in acute and intermittent medical
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conditions over the various periods. They also compared the percentage of respondents
who reported a loss in work productivity for each health condition to the proportion who
used any medical care or STD program for them. A strong positive correlation coefficient
was considered evidence of construct validity (Ozminkowski, et al., 2003).
Based on their results, the researchers found evidence of content validity and
some evidence of predictive validity but reported that evidence for construct validity was
inconclusive. Except for migraines/major headaches and asthma, the WPSI included all
of the top ten most prevalent and costly diseases identified in the employer's medical
claims and STD data, indicating acceptable content validity. Most of the predictive
validity regression coefficients were negative, implying lower health status for employees
reporting absenteeism and presenteeism, but few met significance levels of p<. 10.
Predictive validity measures were generally higher for absenteeism than for presenteeism
(Ozminkowski, et al., 2003).
Although evidence for construct validity was mixed, the 12-month version of the
WPSI indicated more intermittent and acute conditions than other versions, as expected.
A fairly high correlation of .58was also found between the percentage of respondents
who reported absenteeism or presenteeism and the percentage of respondents who used
medical care or STD programs (Ozminkowski, et al., 2003).
The study was limited by respondents' abilities to accurately assess their own
productivity, and could vary if the health condition was symptomatic or if the respondent
had been diagnosed and treated for the condition. To alleviate these limitations, the
researchers suggested adding to the instrument questions about symptoms and whether
the conditions have been formally diagnosed and treated. In addition, the researchers
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reportedthat the sel f-reportedsu rvey prov d
i es indirect data,whereas the analysis of
medical c la ims records and ST D program costs provides direct data andthey wouldnot
be expectedto be exactly the same,although correlations ofthese data are impliedin
s everals tudies notedin the litera ture (Ozminkows ki,et al.,2003).
The researchers det erminedthat the WPSIcontent adequately rep resentedthe
conditions t bat in fluencedabsenteeism andpresente eism.However,they reportedthat
content val idty
i was somewhat limited,since only one question on absenteeism and
presenteeism was asked for each medical condition in order to limit the length ofthe
su rvey ni s trument. They didnot investigate whether more th an one question was
necessary to fully represent the absenteeism andpresenteeism domains (Ozminkowsk ,i et
al., 2003).
Fina ly,the rese archers identifieda number ofother factors that might be
predictedby absenteeism andpresenteei sm,such as employee mora le , turnover,or extent
ofinteractions with coworkers . They suggestedthat additiona lquestions about
consequences ofhea lth-relatedabsenteei smandpresenteei smwouldimprove the
ins trument 's predictive validit y, andrecommendedthat further s tudies utili zing the WPSI
include reliabilit yandvalidit ytesting to strengthen the ins trument (Ozminkowski,et al.,
200 3).

Health Beliefs

"The Hea lth Beliefs Que stionnaire,"de velopedby Mirot znik , Feldm an, & Stein
(1995),ha sbeen used for a number ofstudies ofc hronic andpreventable health
condit ions, including the health beliefs ofc ardiac andmyocardia lin farction pat ients
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regarding adaptation and adherence to exercise programs (Al-Ali & Haddad, 2004). The
questionnaire consists of six sections, including demographics, general health motivation,
perceived susceptibility, perceived severity, perceived benefits, and perceived barriers to
exercise.

Determining Health Beliefs and Attitudes Using the Health BeliefModel Framework
Questionnaires about health beliefs and attitudes that employ the Health Belief
Model framework have been used extensively in general population studies to explain
and predict individual participation in, and willingness to conform to, a number of
preventive and health promotion and education programs that would improve their health.
These studies have included analyses of such programs as exercise regimens for heart
disease patients, maintenance of diet programs for diabetics, and breast cancer screening
attendance, among others (Mirotznik, et al., 19 9 5; Al-Ali & Haddad, 2004 ; Lostao,
Joiner, Pettit, Chorot, & Sandin, 2001).
While the Health Belief Model has been used to explain preventive, protective,
illness, and sick role behaviors, little research existed that analyzed the willingness of
participants to conform to a program or treatment over an extended period of time
(Mirotznik, et al., 1 99 5; Al-Ali & Haddad, 2004).Additionally, few studies of the health
beliefs and attitudes of specific employee groups or worker groups exist in the literature
(Wilson, et al., 199 7).
To analyze the health beliefs and attitudes of the study population, "The Health
Beliefs Questionnaire," developed by Dr. Jerrold Mirotznik, et al . , at Brooklyn College,
City University of New York, was adapted for the current study. This questionnaire
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focused on the adherence of participants to an exercise regimen over an extended period,
rather than on the participants' initial willingness to start such a program (Mirotznik, et
al., 19 95 ).
The strength of Mirotznik and associates' retrospective study was that it used
multivariate analysis to compare the health beliefs and attitudes of participants with and
without myocardial infarction, using the framework of the Health Belief Model, with
actual archival records maintained by the exercise program on the participants' adherence
to the program over an extended period, rather than comparing the participants' health
beliefs and attitudes with subjective, self-reported exercise participation. This
methodology was designed to determine the explanatory power of the Health Belief
Model in total and for each of its constructs of general health motivation, perceived
susceptibility, perceived severity, perceived benefits, and perceived barriers. The study
yielded evidence that health beliefs using the framework of the Health Belief Model were
associated with coronary heart disease patients' adherence to the exercise regimen
(Mirotznik, et al., 19 95 ).

Validity and Reliability of 'The Health Beliefs Questionnaire "
Mirotmik and associates established validity for "The Health Beliefs
Questionnaire" by adopting conventionally agreed upon definitions of the Health Belief
Model constructs from the literature and then modifying questionnaire items from valid
and reliable questionnaires used in other situations. The resulting questions were pre
tested in a pilot questionnaire prior to administering the questionnaire to the study
population. The researchers reported that this process was consistent with the
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development of other Health Belief Model questionnaires found throughout the literature.
In addition, the researchers concluded that the use of attendance records provided
apparent objectivity and face validity. The researchers assessed internal consistency
reliability for ''The Health Beliefs Questionnaire" constructs using Cronbach' s alpha.
These reliability coefficients ranged from . 4 4 for general health motivation to . 7 3 for
perceived benefits of exercise, which was consistent with other related studies in the
literature (Mirotznik, et al., 19 95 ).
"The Health Beliefs Questionnaire" has also been used internationally in a study
of Jordanian myocardial infarction patients' adherence to an exercise program, generating
additional reliability and validity data (Al-Ali & Haddad, 200 4 ). This study used an
expert panel of cardiovascular nurses employed in a public health department, who were
also on the faculty of nursing at Jordan University of Science and Technology, to
establish content validity for the questionnaire. The panel recommended minor changes
to the survey to account for Arab culture. In this use of "The Health Beliefs
Questionnaire," internal reliability coefficients ranged from . 82to .32, also consistent
with other related studies in the literature (Al-Ali & Haddad, 2004 ).

Adaptation of "The Health Beliefs Questionnaire "
An instrument that can reliably determine the valid health beliefs and attitudes of
participants who subsequently are more likely to comply with a health promotion and
education program or intervention throughout the duration of the program has more direct
relevance to this study than other instruments that measure health beliefs and attitudes
that merely focus on participants' willingness to begin such a program. Adherence to a
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wellness program or intervention over a period of time would be required for participants
to improve their health to the extent that a measurable effect resulting in improved
worker productivity could be realized by an employer.
In addition, the administration of the questionnaire to participants with coronary
heart disease in a community center-based, supervised exercise program was similar in
form to a workplace fitness program that might be provided by an employer to
employees. Based on these criteria and the strength of the reliability and validity data for
such varied studies utilizing the questionnaire, "The Health Beliefs Questionnaire" was
adapted for use in this study in order to determine the self-reported health beliefs and
attitudes of survey participants compared to the participants' self-reported absenteeism
and presenteeism caused by health conditions. By comparing these self-reported health
beliefs and attitudes with the most prevalent health conditions responsible for employee
absenteeism and presenteeism, health promotion and education programs can be tailored
to be more efficient and effective.
"The Health Beliefs Questionnaire" was modified for use in the current study by
combining it with "The Wellness Inventory," discussed above, and merging the
demographics questions with those of "The Wellness Inventory." The resulting
combined questionnaire maintains the integrity of both questionnaires, and therefore
maintains the associated validity and reliability.
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Part 3: Literature Related in Methodology

Absenteeism and Presenteeism
The purpose of this section is to present literature related in methodology. The
loss of worker productivity due to health conditions has been measured by a number of
instruments. Ozminkowski, et al. ( 2004 ) reviewed nine questionnaires designed to
measure the loss of worker productivity due to health conditions. From this list, "The
Wellness Inventory," adapted for this study, and the "Work Limitations Questionnaire,"
were selected as the most valid and reliable questionnaires, and both were applied to a
large employer in order to compare the results (Ozminkowski, et al., 2004 ).
The "Work Limitations Questionnaire" was developed without focus on specific
diseases and takes a more general measure of the total impact of chronic health
conditions. It assesses the degree to which chronic illnesses limit performance of
physical, mental, and time- and output-related job tasks and the productivity losses and
costs resulting from these limitations (Lerner, et al., 2001; Lerner, Amick, Lee, Rooney,
Rogers, Chang, & Berndt, 2003; Reilly, Zbrozek, & Dukes, 19 9 3). It has been validated
in various employee populations and for a variety of different health conditions and
consists of two-week or four-week recall versions (Ozminkowski, et al., 2004; Lerner, et
al., 2003). The 25-item questionnaire generates four scale scores that assess a job's
physical, time-management, mental and interpersonal, and output demands, and generates
a productivity loss index that compares the percent decrement in performance per hour
due to presenteeism to an unhampered worker benchmark group (Ozminkowski, et al.,
2004; Lerner, et al., 2001).
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The re sults ofthe comparison ofthe ''Work Limitations Questionnaire and "The
Wellness Invento ry" were t hat total producti vi ty losses were si gnific antly in fluencedby
percei vedhealth status, andthe losses due to a par ticular medical condition tendedto be
higher with "The Wellness Invento ry."The researchers concludedthat "The Wellness
Inventory "may overstate lost p roducti vity due to a specific illness,since it is difficult for
an individual to determine which par ticular illness was responsible for missed work,or
for feeling ill while at work ,ifthe indi vidual hadmul tiple illnesses . Ho we ver , ''The
Wellness Invento ry" was consideredthe instrument ofchoice by the researchers for
appl ica tions in which specific diseases most responsible for lost produc tivity are o f
interest (Ozminkow ski,et al., 200 4).
Loeppke,Hymel, & Lo fland (200 3) and Lynch and Riedel (2001) recommended
selecting instruments that 1)are use ful across multiple work environments, job types,and
diseases ofinterest; 2) produce data to support effecti ve businessdecision-making by
pro viding results that are measur able in terms oflost work time andre venue ; 3) are
ine xpensi ve andeasy to administer ;and 4) are a vailable in multiple l anguages and
reading l evels. "The Wellness Inventory "best mee tthese crite ria for the cu rrent study .

Health Beliefs

The Health Belie f Model has been usede xtensi vely as the conc eptual frame work
for identi fying factors that in fluence individualcompliance to a suggestedregimen for
health probl em m anagement (De an- Baar, 1994). Aconsistent methodology hasbeen
replicatedin these studiesthat results in the application ofthe Health Belie f Model to
ne w popula tions wh ile en suring the validity andreliability o fthe model . Studies e xi st in
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the literature that follow this replication and apply the Health Belief Model conceptual
framework, including the health beliefs of individuals with arthritis (Dean-Baar, 19 9 4),
health perceptions in the study of pesticide application (Martinez, Gratton, Coggin, Rene,
& Waller, 2004; Arcury, Quandt, & Russel, 2002), tuberculosis screening behaviors
(Poss, 19 9 9 ), and general health beliefs (Weissfeld, et al., 19 9 0), among others.
The well established method used to apply the Health Belief Model conceptual
framework consists of determining prospective questions for each construct of the Health
Belief Model using a combination of the following techniques: adapting an existing valid
and reliable instrument and modifying it to correspond with the target study population;
gathering questions from reviews of the literature; or developing questions using
knowledgeable subject matter experts. Once a list of prospective questions is developed,
the questions may be reviewed for content relevance and ranked by importance by an
expert panel. The resulting questions are then pilot tested and revised as necessary to
create the final sUIVey. The final sUIVey is then administered and tested for validity and
reliability.
"The Health Beliefs Questionnaire" (Mirotznik, et al., 1995) adapted for this
study was rigorously developed following the methodology discussed above. In addition,
it has been adapted for use in Jordan using an expert panel of cardiovascular nurses
employed as health department officials and as faculty members at Jordan University of
Science and Technology to rank the questions by content relevance and to modify the
questions to reflect the culture and language of Jordanians. It was subsequently pilot
tested and administered in final form, and demonstrated adequate content validity and
reliability (Al-Ali & Haddad, 2004 ).
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Summary
This chapter presented literature related in content, content and methodology, and
methodology. The impact of health conditions on worker productivity was discussed in
terms of missed days of work (absenteeism ) and hours feeling ill and less productive
while at work (presenteeism ). The use of self reporting questionnaires to measure
absenteeism and presenteeism was discussed, and the selection of "The Wellness
Inventory" for adaptation for this study was presented.
The assessment of health beliefs and attitudes using the conceptual framework of
the Health Belief Model constructs was also discussed. The selection of "The Health
Beliefs Questionnaire'' to measure the health beliefs and attitudes of workers and their
willingness to comply with health promotion and education programs was presented.
This study is the first known application of self-reported health beliefs to self
reported absenteeism and presenteeism due to health conditions in order to investigate
how health beliefs and their relationships to absenteeism and presenteeism might be
considered when designing health promotion and education programs for a workforce.
Chapter 3 presents the methodology used in this study.
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CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY
Introduction

This studyinvestigatedabsenteeism andpresenteeism due to hea lth conditions to
dete nnine ifthere was si gnific ant cause andeffect with se lf -reportedhea tlh be ilefs.Th e
Hea lth Be lief Mode l, with cons tructs ofperceivedseverity,perceivedsusc eptibility,
perceivedbenefits, andperceivedbarriers, was usedin the development ofthe theoretica l
foundation for this research. Safety andhealth professiona sl were s U1Veyedto det ermine
their self -reportedde gree ofabsenteeism andpresenteeism as well as their hea tlh beliefs .
The methodo logyusedin the study was to assess se fl -reportedhea th
l be ilefs
among safety andhealth professionals basedon their reportedabsenteeism or
presenteeism due to specific hea tlh conditions. In addition,se lf -reportedabsenteeism and
presenteeism causedbyhealth conditions for specific demo graphic groups ofsafety and
healthpro fessiona ls wer ecompar ed.

Instrumentation

The ins trumenta tion usedin this study was a combinedques tionnaire formed from
"The Wellness Inventory,"to obtain safety andhea th
l professiona sl 'hea tlh relatedcauses
ofabsenteeism andpresenteeism, and "The Hea lth Be ilefs Questionnaire,"to
subse quen tlydetermine the hea tlh be liefs ofthe same safetyandhea tl hprofessiona sl
within the frame work ofthe Hea tlh Belief Model.
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Instmment Selection
Instrument Selected to Measure Absenteeism and Presenteeism

"The Wellness Invento ry " was selected fo ruse in this study to obtain valid and
reliable sel f-repo rtedabsenteeism (in days ) andp resenteeism (in hou rs ) data andthe
health conditions most often self- repo rtedas the ca use ofabsenteeism andp resenteeism
by safe ty andhealth p rofessionals .As discussedin Chapte r 2, "The Wellness Invento ry,''
was de velopedby D r. Ron Z. Goet zel et al.,at the Institute fo rHealth and Productivity
Studies , Co rnell Uni ve rsity ,as a di rectional tool to help employe rs quickly determine the
p rima ry health conditions ca using absenteeism andp resenteeism in thei r wo rkfo rce and
calc ulate the total cos tbu rden ofthis absenteeism andp resen teeism (Goet zel,et al.,
200 3).
Content andconst ruct validity and weak p redicti ve validity fo r ''The Wellness
Invento ry " we re determinedby O zminko ws ki,et al ,. (200 3) by compa ring th ree ve rsions
ofdiffe rent recall pe riods (12months, 3months, and 2 weeks ) w ith national data sou rces,
comp any medical cl aims data, and sho rt -term disabilityp rog ram files . Reliability was
establishedby Goet zel,et al. (200 3) using the split sample technique. Reliability
coefficients fo rfin ancial me trics gen eratedby "The Wellness In vento ry ', fo rth ree
diffe rent recall pe riods (12months, 3months, and 2weeks ) ranged from 66.2%to 75.4%,
andno signific ant diffe rences among reli abilit yestimates fo rthe th ree ve rsions we re
found (p =.0 5).
Modification of "The Wellness Invent ory "consistedofta lio ring the requested
self- repo rtedjob catego ries to fit the populat ion W1de rstudy.The revie w ofthe lite ratu re
in content andmethodology fo r "The Wellnes s In vento ry "determinedthat in othe r
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studies researchers have modified the job categories to tailor the questionnaire to the
target population, normally a corporation or government entity, and that these
modifications did not affect the validity or reliability of the questionnaire (Goetzel, et al.,
200 3).

Instrument Selected to Measure Health Beliefs

To analyze the health beliefs of safety and health professionals, "The Health
Beliefs Questionnaire,'' developed by Dr. Jerrold Mirotmik, et al., at Brooklyn College,
City University of New York, was selected for the current study. "The Health Beliefs
Questionnaire" was selected as the first component of the swvey instrument used in the
study because:
1. This was one of the few health belief instruments cited in the literature that
assessed the adherence of participants to an exercise regimen over an
extended period, rather than assessing the participants' initial willingness to
start such a program (Mirotznik, et al., 19 95 ).
2. This instrument included questions concerning beliefs about activities that
could be undertaken to prevent a broad variety of health conditions.
Mirotmik and associates established the validity of the "The Health Beliefs
Questionnaire" by adopting conventionally agreed upon definitions of the Health Belief
Model constructs from the literature and then modifying questionnaire items from valid
and reliable questionnaires used in other situations. The resulting questions were pre
tested in a pilot questionnaire prior to administering the questionnaire to the study
population. The researchers reported that this process was consistent with the
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development ofothe rHealth Belief Model questionn ai res foundth roughout the lite rature.
The researche rs assessedint ernal consistency reliability fo r "The Health Beliefs
Questio nnai re "cons tructs usin g Cronbach's alpha. These reliability coefficients ran ged
from .44 fo r gene ral health motivation to .7 3 fo rpe rceivedbenefits ofexe rcise .The
coe fficients we re consistent wi thothe r relatedstudies in the lite ratu re (Miro tznik et al.,
1995).
"The Health Beliefs Questionnai re "h asbeen usedint ernationally in a s tudy of ht e
adhe rence of Jo rdani an myocardialin farction patients to an exe rcise p ro gram , gene ratin g
additional reliability andvalidity data (Al -Ali &Haddad, 200 4). Inthis use of "The
Health Beliefs Questionnai re ,"inte rnal reliability coe fficients (Cronbach's alpha ) ranged
from .82to .32, which are also consistent with relatedstudies in the lite ra ut re. An expe rt
p anel determineda content validity index (CVI) fo rthe questionnai re items rangin g from
3to 4on a fou r-point ratin gscale (Al- Ali &Haddad, 200 4) .
"The Health Beliefs Questionnai re'' was modified fo ruse in the cu rrent study by
combinin git with "The Wellness Invento ry ,"discussedabove , andaddin gdemo graphics
q uestions to the q ue stions on "The Wellness Invento ry ."

Instrument Variables and Constructs
Instrument Construction

The combinedquestio nnai re was titled "You r Pe rc eptions ofHo w Wo rk
Conditions Impact Wo rk P roductivity " andconsistedof3 1 items . The seven -pa ge sel f
administe redquestio nnai re consistedof fou rsections : 1) Demo graphics andhealth status;
2) Health Belief Mo del cons tructs questions; 3) Health conditions affectin g worke r
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absenteeism and presenteeism; and 4 ) Health conditions causing absenteeism and
presenteeism due to care giving.

Section 1: Demographics and Health Status Questions

The questionnaire provided to participants included a demographic and health
status section, which included five demographic and health status questions. Participants
were asked to select from 15job classifications the one that best described the
participant's job. The options included an "other" job classification for participants
whose main job responsibilities did not match any of the other classifications. The job
classifications were created using information from the Tennessee Safety and Health
Congress regarding typical attendees of the statewide event. A question was added to
this section of the questionnaire asking participants to select ''private," "public," or ''non
profit" to describe the type of organization where they worked.
Questions concerning the participants' race and home zip code were also added.
Race was determined by the question "What is your race?" There were six options
available: "African-American,'" "White," "Asian," "Hispanic-Latino," "Native
American," and "Other," with a line to write in any race not included in the options.
A health status question was incorporated from "The Wellness Inventory." An
additional question focusing on smoking status was added by the researcher. This
question asked participants to self-report their smoking status by choosing one of the
following options: 1) never smoked ; 2) former smoker; or 3 ) current smoker. The
researcher added this item to determine whether smoking status was associated with
health beliefs or absenteeism and presenteeism due to health conditions.
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Section 2: Health Belie/Model Constructs Questions
Mirotmik, et al. 's (1 995) "The Health Belief Questionnaire" constructs were
utilized in the researcher's combined sUtVey. Specific health construct categories
included perceived susceptibility, perceived severity, perceived benefits, perceived
barriers, and general health motivation.

Perceived Susceptibility Questions
Participants were asked to answer three questions pertaining to perceived
susceptibility on a five-point Likert scale. One question asked if the participant's current
lifestyle put the participant at risk of developing heart disease or if the participant already
had heart disease, potentially aggravating the condition. Answer options ranged from
"Not at all" to "Very large risk." Question two asked the participant to self-report how
susceptible the participant was to developing a serious heart condition compared to most
other people. Answer options ranged from ''Much less" to "Much more." The third
question in this section asked how likely the participant was to be ill with heart disease in
the future. Answer options ranged from "Very unlikely" to "Very likely."

Perceived Severity Questions
Perceived severity was addressed by a question that asked participants how likely
heart disease (including hypertension and high blood pressure) would result in 1 1
different potential impacts on the participant's life. These impacts included 1) physical
pain; 2) shortness of breath; 3) fatigue; 4) emotional distress; 5) disrupt family life; 6)
disrupt sex life; 7) disrupt work life; 8) hinder ability to enjoy life; 9) hurt self-esteem;
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10) strain economic resources; and 11) death. Likert scale selections ranging from "Very
Unlikely" to "Very Likely" were provided for the participants to select the response that
best reflected their beliefs.

Perceived Benefits Questions

This section consisted of nine parts that asked participants to self-report their
perceived benefits of exercise with regard to heart disease and health in general. The
perceived benefits were self-reported on a Likert scale, with possible responses ranging
from "Not At All Helpful" to "Extremely Helpful." The section asked participants to
report perceptions related to whether exercise would be helpful in 1) relieving the
symptoms of heart disease; 2) preventing death from heart disease; 3) preventing
recurrence of a heart attack; 4 ) improving the quality of life after a heart attack; 5 )
improving one's self-esteem ; 6 ) improving one's physical appearance; 7) improving
one's mood; 8) improving one's social life; and 9 ) increasing one's energy level.

Perceived Barriers Questions

The questionnaire asked participants to address perceived barriers to exercise in
terms of personal costs. Questions asked the participants' perceptions of costs in terms of
1) time; 2) money; 3) energy; and 4 ) pain. Questions also asked participants' perceptions
of 1) the difficulty of finding time to exercise; 2) the perceived effect on the participant"'s
lifestyles; and 3) the perceived interference with the participant's normal activities
required in order to exercise on a regular basis.
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Health Motivation Questions
Five questions focused on motivation regarding general health. Participants were
asked to respond to these questions on a Likert scale. The five questions focused on 1)
how concerned the participants were about getting sick ; 2) how concerned the
participants were about personal health; 3) how frequently the participants thought about
their health; 4 ) how important health was to the participants ; and 5 ) whether the
participants did special things to improve or protect their health.
Table 3. 1presents a summary of the questions associated with their Health Belief
Model constructs.

Section 3: Health Conditions Affecting Absenteeism and Presenteeism Questions
Goetzel, et al. 's ( 2003) "The Wellness Inventory" was utilized in the researcher's
survey to collect self-reported information about health conditions affecting absenteeism
and presenteeism. The questions on the survey asked participants to self-report the
number of days they were absent from work (absenteeism ) and the mnnber of hours in a
typical eight-hour day they were present but not feeling well (presenteeism ) for each of
12different health conditions. The 12health conditions were determined by Goetzel et al.
( 2003) to be among the most frequently reported health conditions that cause employees
to miss work or feel ill while at work. The health conditions include allergic rhinitis/hay
fever, anxiety disorder, arthritis/rheumatism, asthma, coronary heart disease, depression,
diabetes, high stress, hypertension or high blood pressure, migraine, respiratory illnesses,
and sleep difficulties.
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Table 3 . 1 . Health Belief Model Constructs and Associated Questions
HBM Construct

Associated Questionnaire Items

Perceived Susceptibility

1 1 . How likely is it that someday in the future you will be ill with heart
disease?
12. Do you feel your present lifestyle puts you at risk of developing heart
disease? (If you already have heart disease, does your lifestyle put
you at risk of aggravating your present condition?)
13. In comparison to most other people, how susceptible do you think
you are to developin� a serious heart condition?
1 9. Disease may impact on a person's life in many ways. How likely do
you think it is that heart disease (including hypertension and high
blood pressure) would result in each of the following:
b. shortness of breath
c. fati gue
a. physical pain
d. emotional distress e. disrupt family life
f. disrupt sex life
g. disrupt work life
h. hinder ability to enjoy life i. hurt self-esteem
j . strain economic resources
k. death
20. How helpful do you think exercise is in doing each of the following
with regard to heart disease and health in general:
a. relieving symptoms
b. preventing death
from heart disease
of heart disease
c. preventing recurrence d. improving quality of life
after a heart attack
of a heart attack
f. improving one's
e. improving one's
physical appearance
self-esteem
h. improving one's
g. improving
one's mood
social life
i. increasing one's energy level
14. Please indicate how costly in terms of time, money, energy, pain,
etc., you think exercising would be.
1 5. It is hard to find time to exercise on a regular basis. Do you strongly
agree, agree, neither agree nor disagree, or strongly disagree with this
statement?
1 6. How much would you have to change your present lifestyle in order
to exercise on a regular basis?
l 7. To what degree would exercising on a regular basis require you to
adopt new patterns of behaviors?
1 8. To what degree would exercising on a regular basis interfere with
your normal activities?
6. Some people are quite concerned about getting sick, while others are
not as concerned. How concerned are you about getting sick?
7. How frequently do you think about your health?
8. Some people are quite concerned about their health, while others are
not as concerned. How concerned are you about your health?
9. People differ in how much importance they place on health. In
comparison to other people, how important is health to you?
1 0. Please indicate how closely the following statement describes you: "I
do lots of special things to improve or protect my health."

Perceived Benefits

Perceived Barriers (costs)

General Motivation
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Section 4: Health Conditions Causing Absenteeism and Presenteeism Due to Care Giving
Questions

Quest oi ns from "The Wellness Inventory"section ofthe questionnaire (Goetzel ,
et al ., 200 3) used by the researcher re quested participants to self -report t he number of
days they were absent from work (absenteei sm ) and the number ofhours in a t ypical
eight -hour day t hey were present but not fully producti ve (presenteeism ) for each of four
different health conditions for which they may ha ve been a care giver. The heal th
conditions that were selected are among t he most common health cond tiions for care
giving (Goetzel ,et al., 2003) . They are Alzheimer s' disease ,otitis media /earache,
ped iatric allergies , and pedia tric re spiratory infections.

Pilot Testing

Pilot Data Collection

Fo lio wing the de velopment ofthe ne wcombined questionnaire ent tiled "Your
Perceptions ofHo wHealth Condit ions Impact Work Productivity,"the ins trument was
pilot tested. The Oak Ridge Safety and Health Expo on June 2 2 , 200 5, was selected as the
s tie for the pilot study because t he part ci ip ants at the expo were representative oft he
population under study.Expo p articip ants visi ting the U T Safe ty Center booth were
asked to fill out the questionna ire and pro vide feedback on su rvey adm ni si tration,clarit y,
and length . The pilot study resulted in a conven ei nce sample of 50 safety and health
professionals who chose to complete the su rvey.
The pilot s urvey was provided to booth visitors by the researcher , with a cover
letter that explained the purpose ofthe s urvey. Participants were asked to identi fy
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questions that were unclear.They were also in structed to ask for cla rification and voice
any conc erns they had regard ni g the length ofthe instr ument or problems wi thsu rve y
a dminis tration. Volunteers who chose to pick up and read the pilot su rvey were offered a
small g ift (a c andy bar) for t aking the time to read,revie w, and for choosing to complete
the su rvey .

Pilot Data Analysis

Data collected from this one -day pilot s tudy were subsequently analyzed to
determine whether changes should be made in any ofthe follo wing areas: 1) the survey
quest oi ns; 2) the pro tocol;or 3) the methodology used for statist ical analysis.The pilot
da at were analyzed using the Statistical Package for Soci al Sciences (S P S S) version 1 3.0.
Arevi ewofthe written responses regard ing the clarity,length,readability,and
adminis tration of the survey was also conducted by the researcher. Several modifications
to the questionnaire resulted from respondent comments .
One problem identified by respondents was that the survey was overly d ifficult
because ofi tslength an dthe plac ement of the a bsenteeism and presenteeism sec tions at
the beginn ni g ofthe su rvey. In addition,responden tsnoted that the job categories d di not
adequately re flect the job classifications ofthe Tennessee safety and health professiona ls
selected as the s ample ofconven ience. The job categories and d emo graph ic sections
were re worked as a result ofdiscussions w iththe coo rd ni ator ofthe Tennessee Safe ty and
He alth Con gress and the list ofdelegates reg si tered for the co nference.The change
resulted in the follo wing job ca tego ries :
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1) Hum an Re sou rce sPe rsonnel o r Manage r
2 ) Sa fety Pe rsonnel , Su pe rvi so ro r M anage r
3) Health Ca re P rofe ssional,Technici ano r M anage r
4) Eme rgency M anagement P erso nnel,EM S /Fi rst Re sponde r/Ambul ance
Pe rsonnel
5) Health o r Safe yt Cl aim s/Risk Insu rance Agent
6) T raine r/Educato r
7 ) Secu rity /Guard Fo rce o r La w En fo rcement
8) Indu strial Floo r Su perviso rITe arn Leade r
9) Indu strial Line o r Com pany Em ployee o rA ssociate
10 ) M arketing o r Sale s Re pre sen at tive
1 1) Maintenance /Con struction, and Related Occu pa iton s
12 ) Food Se rvice and Related Occu pation s
13) Hou sekee ping and Related Occu pation s
14) Cle rical A
/ dmini strative Su ppo rt, and Cu stome r S ervice Occu pation s
15) Othe r (plea se speci fy) _________
C hange s we re al so made to the o rg anization ofthe su rvey. Que stion sconce rning
health beliefs we re moved from the end ofthe su rvey to the beginning ofthe
que stionnai re becau se ofthei rim po rtance. Que stion s related to ab senteei sm and
pre senteei sm due to health condition s we re placed late rin the su rvey .T hi sch ange wa s
ma de to re duce the i ni tial i ntimi datio n tha tmi ght re sul t from re que sti ngmath calculatio ns
and sel f- re po rt data , such a sday sab sent and hou rsun productive w hile at wo rk fo r
va riou she alth i ssue s,at the beginning ofthe survey .
Since the ave rage time re qui red to com plete the pilot su rvey wa s fo und to be mo re
th an 20 minute s,one stand-alo ne sec tion on arthriti s health beliefs was deleted from the
que stionnai re . The removal ofthi s section, w hic h had been added from a se pa rate
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instrument designed by Dean-Baar ( 19 9 4 ), left a final instrument that was expected to
take about 10minutes to complete. This shorter version of the questionnaire was
subsequently administered to five additional volunteers. The revised smvey took an
average of 10- 12minutes, rather than 20minutes, to complete.

Administration of the Final Questionnaire

The final questionnaire titled "Your Perceptions of How Health Conditions
Impact Work Productivity" was administered to the study population.

Population Selectedfor Study
The target population selected for this study was a convenience sample of all
employed adult safety and health professionals (at least 18years of age ) who attended the
2005 Tennessee Safety and Health Congress and visited the UT Safety Center booth in
the congress exhibition hall. · A majority of the individuals who chose to participate in the
study indicated that they work as safety and health managers, industrial safety inspectors,
insurance and risk assessors, fire fighters, emergency medical personnel, law
enforcement representatives, state and local government officials, industry human
resources managers, safety committee members and managers, safety and health
educators, safety and health equipment and services vendors and booth employees, and
managers and small business owners who did business in health, safety, emergency
management, and environmental health.
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Data Collection Method

All Sa fety andHealth Con gress attendees that wal kedb ythe UT Sa fety Center
booth we re inv tiedto pa rtic ipate . Each ni div d
i ual choos ing to partic pi ate rece iveda
questionna r
i e w ith a coversheet that 1) e xpla ni edthe pu rpose ofthe questionna r
i e; 2)
provided ni s truct ions forfill ing out andcompleting the questionna r
i e ; and 3) directedthe
partic ip ants to place the completedquest ionna r
i e into the drop bo xlocatedat the UT
Safety Centerboo th.The drop bo x was mon itoredto ensu re that subm ittedsurveys were
not vie wedorremovedby in div d
i uals othe rth an the indiv idual p artic pi ant who filledou t
the questionna r
i e . Individuals 'names,employer IDnumbe rs ,soc ai l secu rity numbe rs ,
and any othe rpe rsonal ident fi
i ers were not collected.The volunta ry completion ofthe
anonymous questionnaire se rvedas the ni dividual pa rtic pi ant's consent forpart ic ipation
ni the research pro ject.
Boo thvis itors who too kthe time to p ci kup a bl anksu rvey andreadthe surve y
were offereda c andyba rorcho ice ofa small ca rab ni eer ke ychain ororange collaps ible
drinkco

zy. If individuals chose to p artic pi ate, they couldalso fill out a sepa rate ca rd

w tih the r
i name andcontact ni fo nnat ion andplace ti ni a separate collect ion bo x fora
drawing to be heldat the endofthe Con gress fora m ni i- IPOD mus ic recorde r/player.
A total of 530 su rve ys we re collectedoverthe two-da ype riod, from 10 :30 AMunt li 6:00
P Mon Monday , July 25, 200 5, and from 8:45A M until 6:00 P Mon Tuesday, July 26,
200 5,at the 200 5Tennessee Safet yandHeal th Con gress .An appro ved Fo rm A
ce rt fi
i cate forexemption from IRBrev ie w is on file ni the Depa rtment of Ins truct ional
Technolog y, Health, andEducat oi n Studies at the Un ivers tiy ofTennessee, Kno xv lile .
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Analysis of Data
Introduction
Data were hand entered into SPSS. Four of the 530 surveys were completed by
participants outside the intended survey population (one student and three retirees who
had no current work hours), leaving a total of 526 surveys that met study parameters.
Data entry was double checked by randomly selecting ten percent of the surveys. SPSS
version 1 3 .0 and p < .05 were used in data analysis for the study.
While the questionnaire covered a wider variety of areas, the researcher chose to
analyze only the data that directly related to the research questions under study. Data
related to the following sections were eliminated from the analysis. In the section on
Health Belief Model construct questions, only the data about the basic health belief
constructs of perceived susceptibility, perceived severity, perceived benefits, and
perceived barriers were analyzed. The data pertaining to the added concept of health
motivation were not analyzed. In the section on health conditions causing absenteeism
and presenteeism, only the data pertaining to the health conditions that directly affect
safety and health professionals were analyzed. The data on health conditions causing
absenteeism and presenteeism due to care giving were not analyzed.
Descriptive analysis was used to assess the prevalence of self-reported health
conditions causing employees to miss work (absenteeism) or feel ill while at work
(presenteeism) for the target population of safety and health professionals. Self-reported
responses of participants to questions concerning the Health BeliefModel constructs of
perceived susceptibility, perceived severity, perceived barriers, and perceived benefits
were calculated for demographic categories of self-reported age, gender, health status,
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smoking status, and hours worked per week. Chi-square analyses were performed to
determine significant differences for ordinal and nominal categorical variables.
Multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA ) was used to test multiple means for
continuous variables. When MANOVA results identified significant differences, analyses
of variances (ANOVA ) were calculated to determine the variables where the significant
differences occurred, and mean values were also calculated to determine direction. Non
parametric Spearman correlations were calculated for continuous variables to determine
the extent when responses to construct questions differed significantly. Mean values
were also calculated to determine the strength and direction of significant differences.

Analysis of R esearch Questions
The statistical procedures were used to analyze each research question are
discussed below.

Research Question 1
Research question 1asks, "Are there significant differences for Tennessee safety
and health professionals grouped by age, gender, health status, smoking status, and hours
worked per week in absenteeism due to health conditions?"
The top six specific health conditions causing the most self-reported absenteeism
were selected for analysis. Chi-square tabulations were calculated for these health
conditions for specific workers grouped by age, gender, health status, smoking status, and
hours worked per week.
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Research Question 2
Research question 2asks "Are there significant differences for Tennessee safety
and health professionals grouped by age, gender, health status, smoking status, and hours
worked per week in presenteeism due to health conditions?"
The analysis focused on the six health conditions that were responsible for the
most self-reported presenteeism detennined by descriptive statistics. Chi-square
tabulations were calculated for each of these six health conditions for specific workers
grouped by age, gender, health status, smoking status, and hours worked per week.

Research Question 3
Research question 3 asks "Are there significant differences between reported
absenteeism and presenteeism due to self-reported health conditions for Tennessee safety
and health professionals grouped by age, gender, health status, smoking status, or hours
worked per week? "
A multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) for each demographic of age,
gender, health status, smoking status, and hours worked per week was conducted. When
the demographic MANO VA results were significant, individual ANOVAs were run to
detennine which work impairments were significant.

Research Question 4
Research question 4 asks "Are there significant differences between the
absenteeism and presenteeism of Tennessee safety and health professionals and their
health beliefs, including perceived susceptibility, severity, benefits, and barriers?'"
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Par itcip ants who r eportedabsenteeism were di videdinto three groups : 1)
particip ants who se lf -reported less thanone day ofabsenteeism (0 days ); 2)p articip ants
who r eportedfi ve or fewer days ofabsenteeism ( 1-5days );and 3)p articipants who
reportedgreater th an 5days ofabsenteeism . Particip ants who reportedpresenteeism were
also di videdinto th ree groups : I)par ticip ants who se fl -repor et d less than one hour of
presenteeism (0 hours ); 2)particip ants who reported 8or fewer hou rs ofpresenteeism (18hours ); and3)participants who reportedmore th an 8hours ofpresenteeism.
Mu til variate analyses of va riance (M AN O VAs ) for absenteeism andpresenteeism were
conductedon each of the const ructs (percei vedsusceptibi ilt y,percei ve dse verit y,
percei vedbenefits, andpercei vedbarriers )ofthe Hea lth Be ilef Mode l. When the
absenteeism or prese nteeism M AN O VAresu tls were si gnific ant,indi vi dual AN O VAs
were run to dete nnine which work impairments were si gnific ant . Due to the large
percentage ofparticip ants who se fl -r epor et dno absenteeism or presenteeism,
nonpa ramet ric corre lait ons (Spe annan 's rho )were conductedafter al lsu rveys with no
reportedabsenteeism or presenteeism were remo ved (remo va lofall zero values )to
impro ve the power of the analysis.

Research Question 5

Research question 5asks "Are there si gnific ant di fferences for Tennessee s afety
andhea lth professionals groupedby age,gende r,health status,smoking status, andhou rs
workedper week andtheir heal thbe ilefs,including percei vedsusc eptibi ilt y,se verit y,
benefits,an dba rriers ?"
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Amultivariate analysis o fvariance (MANOVA) was conducted for specific
workers grou pedby self-repor et dage ,gender ,health st atus ,smoking s at tus , andho urs
workedper week . When the demogr aphic M ANOVAresults were si gnific ant for a
worker group,individual ANOVAs were run to be tter understandwhich Health Belie f
Model constructs were si gnific ant. Table 3 .2presents the analyses pe rformedon t he
research questions .

Summary

Chapter 3 presentedthe methodology by which the sample population was
selected and the data were collected. This ch apter also includeda des cription o fthe
proce dure usedto cons truct the questionnaire andthe ch anges made to improve its utility
follo wing a pilot test. IRB andpar itcip ant consent in formation was also reviewed,and
the specific statistical tests utilizedto address each research question were presented. In
Chapter 4,the analysis of ht e data will be presented. Ch apter 5will present the findings,
conclusions,andrecommendations basedupon the results o fthe rese arch questions in
Chap ter 4.
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Tab el 3 .2. Que stionna ire Se ction and Statisti c al Analyse sPe rforme d
Questionnaire Section

Analyses Performed

Demographics and health conditions

Descriptive

RQ 1 : Significant differences for TN
safety and health professionals grouped
by demographics and 6 most frequent
health conditions causing absenteeism.

Chi-square analysis

RQ 2: Significant differences for TN
safety and health professionals grouped
by demographics and 6 most frequent
health conditions causing presenteeism.

Chi-square analysis

RQ 3 : Significant differences between
self-reported absenteeism and
presenteeism due to health conditions and
specific workers grouped by
demographics.

MANOVA
ANOVA

RQ 4: Significant differences between
self-reported absenteeism and
presenteeism and self-reported health
beliefs.

MANOVA
ANOVA

RQ 5: Significant differences for TN
safety and health professionals grouped
by demographics and self-reported health
beliefs.

MANOVA
ANOVA

Speannan's rho correlations
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CHAPTER 4
ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF THE DATA

Introduction
The purpose of this study was to investigate the health conditions, health status,
and health beliefs of Tennessee safety and health professionals using self-reported
absenteeism and presenteeism. The study population consisted of a convenience sample
of health and safety industry professionals who attended the 2005Tennessee Safety and
Health Congress. Data were collected using a questionnaire completed by a group of 526
health and safety professionals who attended the congress. This chapter presents the
analysis and interpretation of the data associated with each of the research questions.

Study Population D escription
The sample population of 526 Tennessee health and safety professionals was self
reported to be 9 0.5 % white ( 4 69), 5. 6% African American ( 29), and about 1 % each
Asian ( 5), Hispanic-Latino ( 4 ), and Native American ( 5). One percent of respondents
reported other ethnicities ( 6 ) and 8respondents failed to report ethnicity. Of the 526
participants who submitted completed questionnaires, 336 were male ( 6 5. 4% ), 1 78were
female ( 34. 6% ), and 1 2did not specify their gender. The respondents ranged in age from
18to 83 years, with an average age of 4 5.5 years. One hundred and fifty respondents
reported their age as 39 years old or younger ( 30. 1 %), 1 57reported their age as between
4 0and 4 9 years old ( 31. 5%), 154 reported their age as between 50and 59 years old
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(30.9%), 37reported the ir age a s 60 ye arsold or older 7
( .4%), and 28re spondent sd di no t
spec ifythe ri age .
The p artic pi ant s self -reported smo king and health statu s ni formation . For tho se
reporting smo king statu s, 297re ported having never smoked (56.9%), 150 reported be ni g
former smoker s (28.7%),and 75reported be ni g c urrent smoker s (14.4%) (N = 522; 4
m issing ). Ofthe 523p artic ip ant s who reported health statu s, 32reporte dbe ni g in poor or
fair health (6.1 %), 187reported be ni g in good he alth (35.8%), 23 1 reported be ing in very
good health (44.2%), and 73r epo rted be ni g ni excellent health (14%). Three re spondent s
d di not complete the he alth statu sque stion .
Average hour s worked per week o ver the previou sye arr anged from zero to 80
hour s.The average wa s 42.5hour sper week.T wo hundred thirty-seven p artic ip ant s
reported working 40 hour sor le ssper week (47.7%) and 260 partic ip ant sreported
wor king more th an 40 ho ur sper week (52.3 %). Average ho ur s worked per week wa snot
g iven by 29re spondent s. Table 4.1 t abulate sthe d emo gra phic and health statu sdata for
the sample of safety and health profe ssional su sed ni th is study .

Analysis of Health Conditions

De script vi e stat ist ic s were used to a sse ssthe prevalence of sel f-reported health
condit oi n sthat re sulted ni ab sentee ism and pre sentee ism. The number ofdays
re sponde ntsm isse d work becau se ofthe 12health condi tion sl iste don the que stionnaire
a sthe pr m
i ary cau se sof work m
i pairment were tabulated . Frequencie sand mean s were
calculated. The data ni dicated that allerg ic rh ni iti s wa sthe mo st often exper ei nced health
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Table 4. 1 . Demo gra phics andHealth Status ofHealth and Sa fe ty Professionals
Demographic Description

- White
- AAsifrican an Ame ric an
- Latino-Hisp anic
- Native Ame ric an
- Oth erethnicities
- Missing
Ge nde r
- Males
- Females

R ace

-

-

A ge

Missing

39o rless
40- 49
50-59
60 o rmo re
Missing
Smokin g Status
- Neve r Smoked
- Forme r Smoke r
- Cu rrent Smoke r
Missing
Health Status
Poo ror Fai r
Good
- Ve ry Good
- Excellent
Missing
Wo rk Hou rs Pe r Week
40 o r Less
- Mo re Th an 40
- Missin g
* May exceed 100 %due to rounding

-

-

-

N

Percent of Total*

469
29
5

90 5
.
5.6
1

5
6

1
1 2.

4

8

.8

336
17 8
12

65.4
34.6

150
157
154
37
28

30. 1
3 15
.
30.9
7.4

2 97
150
74
4

56.9
2 8.7
14.4

32
1 87
231
73
3

6.1
35.8
44.2
14

237
2 60
29

47.7
52 .3
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condition b ysafety and healt hprofessionals and was t he p rim arycause ofmissed
workdays (60 . 1 %) .
Allergic r hinitis was also the most frequent cause ofpresenteeism (22.6%). Ot her
illnesses occu rred at di fferent frequencies for presenteeism t han for a bsenteeism . T hese
results are presented in Table 4.2,Table 4.3, and Table 4.4.

Analysis Related to Research Questions

Research Question 1

Researc hquestion 1 asks , "Are t here si gnific ant differences for Tennessee safety
and health pro fessionals grouped by age,gender, health status,smoking status ,and hours

Table 4.2.Partici nants ' Re norted Health Conditions
Health
Condition

Allergic Rhinitis
Sleep Difficulties
High S tress
Ar thritis
Migrain e
H ypertension
Anxiety Disorder
Respiratory Illness
Depression
Ast hma
Heart Disease
Diabetes

N

31 2
296
282
154
141
132
1 16
10 6
10 2
64
41
41

%

60. 1
57.0
54.2
29.6
27. 1
25.4
22.3
20 .4
19.7
12.3
7.9
7.9
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T able 4.3.P artici pants ' R eportedAbsenteeism Due to Health Conditions
Health Condition

A lergi c Rhinitis
Respiratory Illness
Migr aine
Sleep Di fficulties
High Stress
D epression
Anxiety Disorder
Arthritis
H ype rtension
Heart Disease
Di abetes
Ast hma

N

%

67
52
51
33
30
28
19
16
16
9
8
6

13.0
10.1
9.9
6.4
5.8
5.4
3.7
3.2
3.1
1.7
1.6
1.7

Table 4.4.P artici pants , Re po rtedP resenteeism Due to Health Conditions
Health Condition

A ller gic Rhinitis
High Stress
Sleep Di fficu lties
Migr aine
D epression
Respirato ry Illness
Anxie ty Disorder
Ar thritis
H yper et nsion
Asthma
Diabetes
Heart Disease

¾

N

23 . 1
17.4
15.7
14.3
8.3
7.0
6.2
5.4
3.1
3. 1
2.7
1.9

1 19
90
81
74
43
36
32
28
16
16
14
10
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worked per week in absenteei smdue to health conditions?"
Ana yl sisofthe data re a
l et d to research question I focused on the six hea lth
conditions that were responsib el for the most se fl -reported absenteei sm .These health
conditionswere a llergic r hinitis (13 .0%),resp ri ator yi llness (I O. I %),migraine (9.9%),
sleep di ffic u tlies (6.4%),high stress (5.8%) ,and d epression (5.4%) . Chi -square
tabu al tionswere ca lcu lated for each ofthese hea lth conditionsmost frequent yl se lf 
reported for causing absenteeism for specific workersgrouped by age,gender,hea lth
status,smoking status,and hoursworked per week.

Allergic Rhinitis

Si gnific ant differenceswere found between se lf-reported absen teeism due to
a llergic rhinitisand gender. Si gnificant differenceswere not found for absenteeism and
age,hea tlh status,smoking status,or average hoursworked per week . These resu tlsare
presented in Tab le 4.5.

Tab le 4.5: Chi -square Va lues for Wo rker Grou ps R epo rtin g Absenteeism Due to Aller gic
Rhinitis
Demographic
Age
Gender
Health Status
Smoking Status
Work Hrs/Wk
* p < 0. 5

Chi-Square value
2.68
4.0 7
2.0 4
.42
1.7 1

3
1

3
2
1
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df

P-value
.443
.0 44 *
.564
.81 1
. 191

Table 4. 6. Absenteeism Due to Allergic Rhinitis b� Gender

Count
% within Gender
Female Count
% within Gender
Count
% within Gender

Gender Male

Total

Allel"!ic Rhinitis
With
Without
36
295
10.9%
89. 1%
30
14 4
17. 2%
82. 8%
66
4 39
13. 1%
86. 9%

Total

331
100. 0%
174
100.0%
505
100. 0%

From the significant Chi-square analysis presented in Table 4.5, the percentage of
change between groups was detetmined. The results indicate that females were
significantly more likely to have self-reported allergic rhinitis than were males.These
results are presented in Table 4. 6.

Respiratory Illness
Significant differences between self-reported absenteeism due to respiratory
illness and participants' gender and health status were found. No significant differences
were found between absenteeism due to respiratory illness and age, smoking status, or
average hours worked per week. These results are presented in Table 4.7.
From the significant Chi--square analysis presented in Table 4.7, the percentages
of change between groups were determined. The results indicate that females reported
absenteeism due to respiratory illness more than twice the percentage of time that males
did.These results are presented in Table 4. 8.
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Tab le 4.7. C hi-s quare Va lues fo r Wo rke r G rou ps R epo rtin g Absenteeism Due to
Re spi rato ry Illness
Demographic

Age
Gender
He alth Status
Smoking Status
Wo rk H rs /Wk
*p <.05

5.65
9.65
8.49
1 . 13
1 . 15

Chi-Square value

3
1
3
2
1

df

P-value

. 130
0. 02 *
0. 37*
5
. 67
2. 84

Tab le 4.8. Absenteeism Due to Res ni rato � Illness b r Gende r

Gender Ma el

Tota l

Count
% within Sex
Fem ale Count
% within Sex
Count
% within Sex

Res�iratory Illness
With
Without

307
92 7%
.
146
83 .9%
453
89.7%

75

24
7.3 %
28
1 6.1%
52
10 .3 %

Total

33 1
100 0. %
174
100.0 %
505
100 0. %

From the signific ant C hi -square analysis presentedin Table 4.7,the percentages
ofc hange be tween groups were de termined. T he results indicate that the significant
difference be tween healt hs tatus due to respirato ryillness andabsenteeism is an inverse
relationship . Asself -reportedgroup health sta tus declined,the percentage ofthe group
that self -reportedrespirato ry illness increased.These results are presentedin Table 4.9.

Migraine

Signific ant differences between self -r eportedabsenteeism due to mi graines and
p articip ants 'age andgender were fo und. No si gnific ant differences were foundbet ween
absenteeism due to mi graines andsmoking status or hours workedper week .These
results are presentedin Table 4 . 10 .

Table 4.9.Absenteeism Due to Res girato � Illness b I Health Sta tus

Healt h Sta tus Gro ups

Poor to F air
Good
Ve ry Good
Excellent

Total

Count
% wit hin healt h
Count
% wit hin health
Count
% within health
Count
% wit hin health
Count
% wit hin health

76

Respiratory
Illness
Without With

23
7
76.7 % 23 .3 %
161
22
88.0 % 12 0. %
2 10
17
92 5
. % 7.5%
67
6
91.8%
8.2 %
461
52
89.9% 10. 1%

Total

30
100 0. %
1 83
100 0. %
227
100.0 %
73
100 0. %
5 13
100 0. %

Table 4. 10. Chi -s quare Values fo r S pecific Wo rke r G rou ps Re po rtin g Absenteeism Due
to Mi graines
Demographic

22 .60
Age
36.45
Gende r
4.46
Health Status
Smoking Stat us 4.79
Wo rk H rs /Wk .10

Chi-Square value

3
1
3
2
1

df

P-value

<.001 *
<.001 *

.2 16
.091
.7 5 3

* p < .05

F rom the si gni fic ant Chi -squa re anal ysis p resentedin Table 4.9,the pe rcentages
ofch ange between groups we re dete rmined.The results indicate that mi graines we re
repo rtedas a cause fo rabsenteeism mo re frequently among pa rticip ants 39yea rs oldo r
yo unge rth an among pa rticip ants in othe rage groups. Mi graines we re sel f-repo rtedas a
cause fo rabsenteeism less often as sel f-repo rtedage inc reased.These results are
p resentedin Table 4. 1 1.
Also from the si gni fic ant Chi -squa re analysis p resentedin Table 4. 10,the
pe rcentage ofdiffe rence bet ween gende rs was determined. Five times the percentage of
females sel f-repo rted absenteei smdue to mig raines than didmales . These results a re
p resentedin Table 4. 12 .

Sleep Difficulties

Si gnific ant di ffe rences bet ween absenteeism due to sleep difficulties and
pa rticip ants 'sel f-repo rtedgender andhealth status we re found. No si gnific ant
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Table 4 .1 1 . Absenteeism Due to Migraines by Age Groug

Age Groups

39 or younger
40- 4 9
50- 5 9
60 or older

Total

Count
% within Group
Count
% within Group
Count
% within Group
Count
% within Group
Count
% within Group

Migraine
Without With
1 20
81 .1%
139
89.7 %
145
96.0%
35
100.0%
4 39
89.8 %

28
18.9%
16
10.3%
6
4 .0%
0
.0%
50
10.2%

Total
1 48
100.0%
155
100.0%
1 51
100.0%
35
100.0%
489
100.0%

Table 4 .12. Absenteeism Due to Migraines by Gender

Gender

Total

Count
% within Gender
Fe:male Count
% within Gender
Count
% within Gender

Male

Migraine
With
Without
317
9 5 .8 %
1 37
78.7 %
454
89.9%

78

14
4 .2%
37
21 .3%
51
10.1 %

Total
331
100.0%
17 4
100.0%
505
100.0%

differences were found between absenteeism due to healt hstatus and age,smoking status,
or hours worked per week.T hese results are presente din T able 4. 13.
Fro mthe C hi -square analysis presented in Table 4. 13,the percentages ofc hange
be tween groups were dete rmined .The results indicate that participants who r eported poor
or fair health status reported sign ific antly more sleep difficulties causing absenteeism
th an any other healt hstatus group.T hese results are presente din T able 4.14.
Fro mthe signific ant Chi -square analysis presented in Table 4.1 3,the percentages
o fch ange b etween genders we re dete rmined. Signific an tly more females self -reporte d
absenteeis mdue to sleep diffi culties than did males (1 7, 9.8%compared to 16, 4.8%,p =
.033) .These results are presented in Table 4.15.

High Stress

Significant di fferences were found between sel f-reported absenteeism due to high
s tress and sel f-r eported gender . Sign ific ant di fferences were not found between sel f-

Table 4. 13. Chi -s quare Values for Worker Grou ps Re por tin gAbsenteeism Due to Slee p
Difficulties
Demographic

Age
Gen der
Healt h Status
Smoking Status
Work Hrs /Wk
* p <.05

F value
6.0 6
4.55
10.0 8
.55
.0 6

df
3
1
3
2
1

79

P-value
. 109
.0 33*
.0 1 8*
.761
.80 7

Tab le 4. 14. Absenteeism Due to S el e n Difficu tlies b �Health Status

Hea tlh Status
Group

Poor to F air
Good
Very Good
Exce llent

Tota l

Slee� Difficulties
Without With

Co W1t
% within Hea th
l
Co W1t
%within Health
Co W1t
% within Health
Count
%wi thin Health
Co W1t
%within Health

Group
Group
Group
Group
Group

24

6

30

80.0 %
1 74
95. 1%
2 14
94.3%
68
93.2 %
480
93.6%

20 0. %
9
4.9%
13
5.7 %

100.0 %
183
100 0. %
227
100 0. %
73
100.0 %
5 13
100.0 %

Male
Female

Total

Count
%within Gender
Count
% within Gender
Count
% within Gender

Slee� Difficulties
Without With

3 15
95.2 %
157
90.2 %
47 2
93.5%

80

16
4.8%
17
9.8%
33
6.5%

5

6.8%
33
6.4%

Tab el 4. 15. Absentee si m Due to S el e n D ffi
i cu lties b � Gender

Gender

Total

Total

33 1
100.0 %
17 4
100.0 %
505
100 0. %

repo rted high s tress and sel f- repo rted age,health status , smoking status,o rhou rs wo rked
pe rweek. These results a re p resented in T able 4. 16 and Table 4.17 .
F rom the significant Chi-s quare analysis p resented in Table 4. 16,the pe rcentages
between gende rs we re dete nnined . Signific antly mo re females sel f- repo rted absenteei sm
due to highs tress th andid males (16, 9.2 %compa red to 14, 4.2 %,p = .0 2 5) . These results
a re p resented in Table 4. 1 7 .

Depression

Signific ant diffe rences w ere found between sel f- repo rted absenteeism due to
dep ression and sel f- repo rted age and gende r. Sel f- repo rted dep ression was much highe r
among p articipants in the 39 and under age group than among p articipants in othe rage
groups. Dep ression was sel f- repo rted mo re th antwice the pe rcentage oftime among
fe males (1 7, 9 .8%) th an males (1 1, 3.3 %). Signific ant diffe rences we re not found fo r
sel f- repo rted fre quency ofdep ression and sel f- repo rted health status ,smoking status,o r

Table 4.16. Chi-s quare Values fo r Wo rke r G rou ps Re po rtin g Absenteeism Due to Hi gh
Stress
Demographic

F value

3.17
Age
5.03
Gende r
.7 5
Health Status
Smoking St atus 2 .39
.66
Wo rk H rs /Wk
* p < .05

3
1
3
2
1

df

81

P-value
.336
.0 2 5*
.86 1
.30 2
.415

Table 4. 17.Absenteeism Due to High Stress b� Gender

Count
% within Gender
Female Count
% within Gender
Count
% within Gender

· Gender Male

Total

Hip Stress
With
Without
3 17
14
4. 2%
9 5. 8%
158
16
9. 2%
9 0.8%
4 75
30
5. 9%
9 4. 1%

Total

33 1
100. 0%
17 4
100.0%
505
100. 0%

average hours worked per week. These results are presented in Table 4. 18, Table 4 . 19,
and Table 4. 20.

Research Question 2

Research question 2asks, "Are there significant differences for Tennessee safety
and health professionals grouped by age, gender, health status, smoking status, and hours
worked per week in presenteeism due to health conditions?"
Analysis of the data related to research question 2 focused on the six health
conditions that were responsible for the most self-reported presenteeism. These health
conditions were allergic rhinitis ( 23. 1% ), high stress ( 17. 4% ), sleep difficulties ( 15.7% ),
migraine ( 14.3%), depression ( 8.3%), and respiratory illness (7. 0%). Chi-square
tabulations were calculated for each of the health conditions most frequently self-reported
for causing presenteeism.for specific workers grouped by age, gender, health status,
smoking status, and hours worked per week
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Table 4. 18. Ch i-square Values fo r Wo rke r G rou ps Re po rtin g Absentee s
i m Due to
D epression
Demographic

Age
Gender
Health Status
Smoking Status
Work Hr s/Wk
* p <.0 5

Chi-Square value

14.52
9.0 5
4.66
2.88
.0 5

3
1
3
2
1

df

P-value

0. 02 *
.003*
. 198
.237
.82 1

Table 4.19. Absentee s
i m Due to De pressio n b y Age Grou ps

Depression
Age G roup

39or younger
40 -49
50 -59
60 or older
Total

Count
% w th
i ni
Count
% within
Count
% with ni
Count
% wit hin
Count
% within

Without

Age
Age
Age
Age
Age

83

13 1
88.5%
150
96.8%
147
97.4%
34
97.1%
462
94.5%

Total

With

17
1 1.5%
5

3 2. %
4
2.6%
1
2 .9%
27
5.5%

148
100.0 %
155
100.0 %
15 1
100.0 %
35
100 .0%
489
100 0. %

Table 4. 20. Absenteeism Due to Depression by Gender

Gender

Male
Female

Total

Count
% within Gender
Count
% within Gender
Count
% within Gender

DeJ!ression
Without
With
320
11
9 6. 7%
3. 3%
157
17
9 0. 2%
9. 8%
4 77
28
9 4. 5%
5. 5%

Total

331
100. 0%
17 4
100. 0%
505
100. 0%

Allergic Rhinitis
There were no significant differences between allergic rhinitis and any of the
demographic groups. These results are presented in Table 4. 21.

High Stress
Significant differences between presenteeism due to high stress and participants'
self-reported age, gender, and hours worked per week were found. No significant
differences were found between presenteeism due to high stress and health status or
smoking status. These results are presented in Table 4. 22.
From the significant Chi-square analysis presented in Table 4. 22, the percentages
of change between groups were determined. The results indicate that the significant
difference between age and presenteeism due to high stress is an inverse relationship. As
age increases, self-reported presenteeism due to high stress decreases. This relationship
is presented in Table 4. 23.
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Table 4.21. Ch -i square Values fo r Wo rk er G rou ps Re po rtin g P resentee ism Due to
Aller gic Rhin ti si
Demographic
Age
Gende r
Health Status
Smoking Status
Wo rk Hrs /Wk

df

Chi-Square value
4.28
1.40
2.40
.33
1.91

P-value
.233
.237
.493
.846
1
. 66

3
1
3
2
1

Table 4.22. Ch i-s quare Value sfo r Wo rke r G rou ps Re po rtin g P resentee ism Due to H igh
Stress
Demographic
Age
Gende r
Health Status
Smo king Sta tus
Wo rk Hrs /Wk
*p <.05

df
3
1
3
2
1

Chi-Square value
10 .32
6.18
6.47
1.84
4.73

P-value
.016*
.013*
.091
.400
.030 *

Table 4.23. P resentee ism Due to H igh Stress b i Age G rou p
Age Grou�

39 or

No H igh Stress

H gh
i Stress
Total

Count
% w ithout
H gh
i Stress
Count
% with H igh
Stress
Co unt

Younger
110
27.2%

40-49

133

SO-S9

130

32.9% 32.2%

38

22

21

44.7%

25.9%

24.7%

148

155

151

85

Total

60 or

Older
31

40 4

7.7% 100.0 %
4

85

4.7% 100.0 %
35

489

Likewise ,about 8%more males than fem ales sel f-repor et d presenteeism due to
highs tress . This relationship is sho wn ni T able 4.2 4.
Average hours worked per week were also shown to di ffer signific antly regarding
presenteeism due to highs tress . P articipants who sel f-repor et d working more th an 40
hours per week on average repor et d 25%more instances ofpresenteeism due to high
s tress than did participants who worked an average of 40 ho urs or less a week. These
results are presented in Table 4.25.

Migraine

Signific ant differences between presenteeism due to mi graines and participants '
self-repor et d age and gender were fou nd. No si gnificant di fferences were fou nd between
presenteeism due to high s tress and health status ,smoking status ,or hours worked per
week. These results are presented in Table 4 2. 6

Table 4.2 4. Presenteeism Duet o High Stress by Gen der

No High Stress
High Stress
Total

Gender
Male
Female

Co unt

2 84

%wi thout High Stress
Count
%with High Stress
Count

67.9%
47
54.0 %
33 1

86

134

Total

4 18

32. 1 % 100.0 %
40
87
46.0 % 100.0 %
174
505

Table 4 .2 5. Presenteeism Due to High Stress b� Hours Worked Per Week

No High Stress

High Stress

Total

Count

Hours Worked P er Week
40 hours or less Over 40 hours

% without High
Stress
Count
% with High
Stress
Count

T otal

201

200

401

50. 1 %

49.9%

100.0%

32

54

86

37.2%

62.8%

100.0%

233

25 4

487

Table 4 .26. Chi-square Values for Worker Groups Reporting Presenteeism Due to
Migraines

D emographic

Age
Gender
Health Status
Smoking Status
Work Hrs/Wk

Chi-Square value
30.05
32.4 2
1.03
3 .88
1.6 3

df

3
1
3
2
1

* p <.05

87

P-value
<.001 *
<.001 *
.79 5
.1 4 4
.201

From the si gnific ant Chi -square analysis presented ni Table 4.2 6,the percentages
ofch ange be tween groups were determined.The results indicate that the signific ant
_ difference bet ween age andpresenteeism due to mi graines is an inverse rela tion ship. As
age increases ,self -repo rtedpresenteeism due to mi graines decreases .These results are
presentedin Table 4.27.
Like wise ,si gnificant differences we re foundbet ween self-r eportedpresenteei sm
due to mi grai nes andgender. Females sel f-repor et dmore th an 25%more instances of
presenteeism due to mi graines than didmales.These results a re presentedin Table 4.2 8.

Sleep Difficulties

There were no signific ant differences bet ween presenteeism due to sleep
di fficulties andany of the demo graphi c groups.These results are presentedin Table 4.29.

Ta ble 4.27. Pr �sen tee ism Due tQ Mi graines b� Age

No Mi graines

Migr aines
Total

Count
% without
Mi graines
Count
% with
Migra ni es
Count

Age Grou�

39 or
Younger

40-49

50-59

60 or
Older

Total

10 7

135

138

35

415

25.8%

32 5%
.

33.3%

8.4%

100 0. %

41

20

13

0

74

55.4%

27.0 %

17.6%

.0 %

100 0. %

148

155

15 1

35

489

88

Table 4.2 8.Presen teeism Due to Mi graines b � Gend er

No Mi graine
Mi graines
Total

Count
% without
Mi graines
Count
% with
Mi graines
C ou nt

Gender
Male
Female

Total

30 4

127

43 1

70 5%
.

2 9.5%

100.0 %

27

47

74

36.5%

63.5%

100.0 %

331

1 74

505

Table 4.2 9. Chi-s guare Values for Worker Grou ps Re po rtin gPre sente eism D ue to Slee p
D ffi
i cult ei s
Demographic

Age
Gender
Health Status
Smoking Status
Work Hrs /Wk

F value

5.46
1 .94
5.41
.32
15
.0

df
3
1
3
2
1

89

P-value

. 14 1
.163
.144
.853
2. 20

Depression

Significant differences between presenteeism due to depression and participants ,
self-reported age and health status were found. No significant differences were found
between presenteeism due to depression and gender, smoking status, or hours worked per
week. These results are presented in Table 4. 30.
From the significant Chi-square analysis presented in Table 4. 30, the percentage
change between groups was determined. A significantly higher percentage of participants
in the 39 and under age group self-reported presenteeism due to depression than did
participants in other age groups ( 24, 16. 2% ). The next highest group was the 50-59 year
olds, who self-reported a ( 11) 7. 3% frequency of depression. Participants in the 4 0to 4 9
year old and 6 0and older age groups reported ( 6) 3. 9% and ( 1) 2. 9% frequency of
depression. These results are presented in Table 4. 31.
The significant difference between health status and presenteeism due to
depression was an inverse relationship. As reported health status declined, the percentage
of respondents within the age group who self-reported presenteeism due to depression

Table 4. 30. Chi-square Values for Worker Groups Reporting Presenteeism Due to
Depression
Demographic
Age
Gender
Health Status
Smoking Status
Work Hrs/Wk
* p < . 05

F value
17. 15
3.03
9.04
.68
.2 8

3
1
3
2
1

df

90

P-value
. 001*
. 082
. 029*
. 713
. 59 8

Table 4.3 1 . Presenteeism Due to Denression b� Age Groun

Age Groups

3 9 or younger
40-49
50-59
60 or older

Total

Count
% within Age
Count
% within Age
Count
% within Age
Count
% within Age
Count
% within Age

DeJ!ression
Without With
124
24
83 .8% 1 6 .2%
149
6
96. 1 %
3 .9%
140
11
92.7%
7.3%
1
34
97 . 1 %
2.9%
447
42
91 .4%
8.6%

Total
148
1 00.0%
1 55
1 00.0%
151
1 00.0%
35
1 00.0%
489
1 00.0%

increased. Twenty percent (6) of those with poor or fair health self-reported presenteeism
due to depression. The percentage was lower for participants in the other health status
groups, with ( 1 8) 9 .8% of participants in good health reporting presenteeism due to
depression, ( 1 7) 7 .5% of participants in very good health reporting presenteeism due to
depression, and (2) 2. 7% of participants in excellent health reporting presenteeism due to
depression. These results are presented in Table 4.32.

Respiratory Illness
Significant differences between presenteeism due to respiratory illness and
participants' self-reported gender and health status were found. No significant differences
were found between presenteeism due to respiratory illness and age, smoking status, or
hours worked per week. These results are presented in Table 4.33 .
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Table 4.32. Presenteeism Due to De :gression b �Heal th Status

Health Status Groups

Poor to Fair
Good
Very Goo d
Excellent

Total

Count
% within health
Count
% within heal th
Count
% within heal th
Count
% wi thin heal th
Count
% within health

Del!ression
Without With

24
80.0 %
165
90 .2%
210
92.5%
71
97.3 %
470
91 .6%

6
20.0 %
18
9.8%
17
7.5%
2
2.7%
43
8.4%

Total

30
100 0. %
183
100 0. %
227
100 0. %
73
100.0 %
5 13
100 0. %

Table 4.33. Chi-s guare Values for Worker Grou ps Re portin g Presenteeism Due to
Re spirato ry Illness
Demographic

Age
Gender
Heal th Status
Smoking Sta tus
Work Hrs /Wk
* p <.0 5

Chi-Square value
3 .54

4.15
8.81
4.21
.95

df

3

1
3
2
1

92

P-value

.3 1 6
0. 42*
.032*
.122
.33 1

From the significant Chi-square analysis presented. in Table 4. 33, the percentage
of change between groups was determined. Nearly twice the percentage of females self
reported presenteeism due to respiratory illness than did males. These results are
presented in Table 4. 34.
The significant difference between health status and presenteeism due to
respiratory illness is an inverse relationship. As health status declined, the percentage of
respondents within the age group who reported respiratory illness increased. Among
those with poor or fair health, ( 5) 16. 7% reported presenteeism due to respiratory illness.
The percentage was lower for participants in other health status groups, with ( 17) 9. 3% of
participants in good health reporting presenteeism due to respiratory illness, ( 12) 5. 3% of
participants in very good health, and ( 2) 2. 7% of participants in excellent health also
reporting presenteeism due to respiratory illness. These results are presented in Table
4. 35.

Table 4. 34. Presenteeism Due to Respiratory Illness by Gender

Gender

Total

Res�iratory Illness
With
Without
18
313
5. 4%
9 4. 6%
18
15 6
10. 3%
89. 7%
36
469
7.1%
9 2. 9%

Male

Count
% within Gender
Female Count
% within Gender
Count
% within Gender
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Total

331
100.0%
174
100. 0%
5 05
100. 0%

Table 4.35. Presenteeism Due to Res:giratory Illness by Health Status

Health Groups Poor to Fair
Good
Very Good
Excellent
Total

Count
% within health
Count
% within health
Count
% within health
Count
% within health
Count
% within health

Res�iratory Illness
Without
With
25
5
83.3%
16. 7%
16 6
17
9 0. 7%
9.3%
215
12
9 4. 7%
5. 3%
71
2
9 7. 3%
2.7%
4 77
36
9 3.0%
7. 0%

Total
30
100. 0%
183
100. 0%
227
100. 0%
73
100.0%
5 13
100.0%

Research Question 3
Research question 3 asks, "Are there significant differences between reported
absenteeism and presenteeism due to self-reported health conditions for Tennessee safety
and health professionals grouped by age, gender, health status, smoking status, or hours
worked per week?"
A multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) for each demographic was
conducted. When the demographic MANOVA results were significant, individual
ANOVAs were run to determine which work impairments were significant.
A MANOVA of gender was conducted and found significant differences (F2.so2 =
6. 100, p = . 002). Individual ANOVAs determined that presenteeism was significant (p =
.001) but absenteeism was not (p = . 123). The means for males and females are
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p resented in T able 4.36. Females spent nearly twice asmuch time feeling ill at wo rk as
males.
A M ANOVA forhealth sta tus also found significant diffe rences (F 6,IOI6 = 5.510 ,p
< .00 1). In dividual ANOVAs forhealth sta tus we re signi fic ant forboth absenteeism (p <
.0 0 1) and p resenteeism (p <.00 1). The means relationships fo rhealth status compared
to absenteeism and p resenteeism a re p resented in Table 4.37.
P articip ants who reported po oro r fairhealth self- repo rted sign ific antly mo re
missed days ofwo rk due t ohealth conditions (absenteeism ) th an did particip ants wh o
repo rted bette rhealth (an a ve rage of 53.8days compared to 5.5days o rless forothe r
health groups ).Participant sin good health mi s ed an a ve rage of 5.5day s,while
p articip ants in ve rygood o rexcellent he alth missed an a verage of 1.5days and 1.9days ,
respectively .
Likewise,self- repo rted p resenteeis mimp roved as health status imp roved .
P articipants who repo rted poo ro r fai rhealth spent an ave rage of 1 1.3 1 hou rs feeling ill o r

Table 4.36.P resenteeism Hou rs b y Gende r
Gender

Std. E rror

M ean (hrs)

Male

3.0 1

.446

Female

5. 6 6

. 6 15
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Table 4.3 7. Participants' Average Self-Reported Absenteeism (pays) and Presenteeism
<Hours) by Self-Reported Health Status
Dependent Variable
Absenteeism (days )

Presenteeism (hrs )

Health Status Group
Fair or Poor
Good
Very Good
Excellent
Fair or Poor
Good
Very Good
Excellent

Ave. (days/hrs)
53. 8
5. 5
1. 5
1. 9
11.3
4. 0
3.2
2. 6

Std. Error
11.3 7
4. 6 1
4. 14
7.2 9
1.4 5
.59
. 53
.93

not effective while at work (presenteeism ). Participants in good health averaged
3. 9 54hours of presenteeism, while those participants in very good or excellent health
reported 3 .2 42 and 2. 6 37presenteeism hours, respectively.
Smoking status (F4,1 01 6 = 1. 29 8, p = . 26 9 ), hours worked per week (F2,484 =. 79 0, p
= . 4 55), and age (F6,968 = 1. 56 8, p = . 153) were not significant for absenteeism and
presenteeism when compared to health status.

Research Question 4

Research question 4 asks, "Are there significant differences between the
absenteeism and presenteeism of Tennessee safety and health professionals and their
health beliefs, including perceived susceptibility, severity, benefits, and barriers?"
To answer this question, absenteeism was divided into three groups: participants
who reported less than one day of absenteeism ( 0days ), participants who reported five
days or less of absenteeism ( 1to 5 days ), and participants who reported greater than 5
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days ofabsenteeism .P resenteeism was di vided into three groups : particip ants who
repo rted less than one hour ofpresenteeism (0 ho urs ),particip ants w ho repo rted less th an
8hours ofpresenteei sm (1 to 8ho urs ) , andpa rticip ants who reported more than 8ho urs
ofpresenteeism . Multivariate analyses ofvariance (M ANOVAs ) for absenteeism and
presenteeism were conducted on each ofthe cons tructs (perceived susc ept ibility,
perceived seve rity ,perceivedbenefits, and perce ived barr iers ) ofthe Health Belief
Model . When the absenteei smor presenteeism M ANOVAresults were s gn
i ific ant ,
indi vidual ANOVAs were run to determine wo rkimpairments.
Significant differences were not found between self -r epo rted absenteeism and the
cons tructs ofthe Health Belief Model (F 10,996 = 1 .527 ,p =. 124).Ho wever ,signific ant
differences did exist between sel f-r epo rted presenteeism and the Health Belief Model
cons tructs (F 1 0,998 = 2 . 152,p = 0. 19). ANOVA analysis ofbe tween -sub jects effects found
that signific ant differences existed for pe rceived susceptibili ty (F 2,2.ss1 = 4.390,p =.0 13)
andperceived b arriers ofheart disease (F2,2.J2s = 6.566,p = 0. 0 2). Individual ANOVA
results be tween presenteeism and the Health Belief Model cons tructs are presented in
Ta ble 4.38
Pa rticip ants w ho repo rted more than 8 hours ofpresentee ism over the last year
due to health cond ti
i ons had a s gn
i ific antly higher perceived suscep ti bility to hea rt
disease. Additionally ,as presenteeism hours ni creased ,the perceived barriers to exercise
signific antly increa sed. Ta ble 4.39presents the means for the Health Belief Model
cons tructs re lated to these presenteeism groups .
Because a l arge percentage ofparticip ants (60.2%) sel f-r epo rted no absenteeism
or presenteeism ,nonp arametric co rrelations were conducted after all ofthe particip ants
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Table 4.3 8. P resenteei smb y the Heal th Belie f Model Cons tructs
Health Belief Model
Construct

F

Susceptibility
Pe rceived Ba rrie rs
Pe rceived Se ve rity
Perceived Bene fit

4.390
6.566
1 .373
2. 99

value

0. 13*
.00 2*
.2 54
74
. 2

* p <.0 5

Table 4.39.Health Belief Model Cons tructs Relationshi pto P resenteeis m G rou p
DeJ!endent Variable

Susceptibil ity

Pe rcei ved Bar rie rs

Presenteeism Groul!

0 hours
1-8hours
Mo re th an 8hours
0 hours
1-8hou rs
Mo re t han 8 hou rs
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Mean

2 .66
2.77
2 .98
2 .58
2 .57
2 .87

Std. Error

0. 49
0. 61
. 10 2
.0 36
.0 45
.076

wi th no repo rted absenteeism o rp resenteeism we re removed (remov alofall ze ro v alues)
to imp rove the powe rofthe analysis. Self- repo rted absenteeism was positively
co rrelated wi th pe rceived sus ceptibilityand pe rceived b arrie rs to exe rcise . The re fo re,as
absenteeism in creased,per ceived sus ceptibilityto hea rt dise ase and pe rceived b arrie rs to
exe rcise in creased. P resenteeism was positively co rrelated wi th per ceived seve rityof
he artdisease.As p resenteeism in creased,pe rceived seve rityofheart disease in creased .
Table 4.40 p resents these results.

Research Question 5

Resear ch question 5asks, "Are the re signifi cant di ffe ren ces fo rTe nnessee safety
and health professionals grouped byage,gende r,he alth status,smoking status,and hours

Table 4.40 . Absenteeism and P resenteeism Co rrelations with Health Belief Model
Cons tru cts

Constructs
Sus ce ptibility
Pe rceived Ba rrie rs
Pe rceived Seve rity
Pe rceived Benefits

S�earman's rho
Co rrelation Coeffi cient
Sig . (2-tailed )
Co rrelation Coeffi cient
Sig. (2-t ailed )
Co rrelation Coeffi cient
Sig . (2-tailed )
Co rrelation Coeffi cient
Sig . (2-tailed )

* Cor relation is signifi cant at the 0.0 5level (2-tailed ).
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Absenteeism Presenteeism
0. 67
. 187(*)
.30 5
0. 14
. 120
. 177(*)
0. 64
0. 20
. 160 (*)
. 100
.0 13
.1 86
0. 65
0. 9 1
.3 1 8
.23 1

worked per week and their health beliefs, including perceived susceptibility, severity,
benefits, and barriers?"
To answer this question, multivariate analyses of variance (MANOVAs ) for each
demographic were conducted. When the demographic MANOVA results were
significant, individual ANOVAs were run to better understand which Health Belief
Model constructs were significant.
Significant differences were shown to exist between gender and health beliefs
(Fs,499

= 6. 229, p < . 001). These results are presented in Table 4. 4 1.
ANOVA analyses of the relationship between gender and Health Belief Model

constructs were performed. ANOVAs for gender indicated that females perceived higher
severity to heart disease (F 1 ,1.021 = 10. 807, p = . 001) and a higher benefit of exercise
(F 1 ,s. s41

= 10. 89 2, p = . 001) than did males. Males, on the other hand, reported a higher

perceived susceptibility to heart disease than did females (F 1 ,s.11s = 13. 832, p < . 001).
There was no significant difference between gender and perceived barriers to exercise
(F 1 ,.04o

= . 109, p = .74 1). Means data are presented in Table 4. 4 2.

Table 4.4 1 . Gender Related to Health BeliefModel Constructs
Source
Gender

Dependent
Variable
Susceptibility
Perceive Barriers
Perceived Severity
Perceived Benefits

df
1
1
1
1

Mean
Square
7. 027
. 04 0
8. 54 7
5. 778

* p < . 05
100

F
10. 807
. 109
13. 832
10. 89 2

Sig.
. 001*
. 74 1
<. 001*
. 001*

Table 4.42. Gender Com paredto Health Belief Model Cons tructs
De2endent Variable

Mean

Sex

Susc eptibility

M ale
Female
M ale
Female
Male
Female

Perceived Severity
Perceived Benefits

2.82
2.57
3 .15

4.0 2
3 .87
4.10

Std.
Error

.0 44
.0 61
.0 43
.0 59
.0 40
.055

Signific ant di fferences existedbet ween age groups andthe particip ants'health
beliefs

(F 1 5,1 325

= 2. 1 7 2,p =.0 0 6). ANOVA analysis means data sho w that as age

increased,perceivedsusceptibility to heart disease incre ased, andthe perceivedbenefit of
exercise decreased. Di fferences didnot exist for perceivedbarriers to exercise and
perceivedseverityofheart disease.These results are sho wn in Table 4.43andTable 4.44.
M ANOVAresults for heath status i ndica et dthat signific ant di fferences existed
bet ween health groups

(F1s.1 394

= 6.698,p <.0 0 1). ANOVAanalysis showedthat as

he alth sta tus improved,perceivedbenefits ofexercise increased. Also ,as health sta ut s
improved,p erceivedsusceptibilityto heart dise ase andbarriers to exercise decreased.
There was no signific ant di fference in the perceive dseverityof hear tdisease comparedt o
he alth status.These results are s ho wn in Table 4.45 andTable 4.46.
Signific ant di fferences were foundin smoking status

(F10,101 0

= 4.584,p <.00 1).

Particip ants who self-r eportedbeing cu rrent smokers reportedfeeling more susceptible t o
heart disease but perceivedless benefit to exercise than did former smokers or those who
never smoked. Signific ant di fferences were not foundbetwee nsmoking groups and
10 1

Table 4.4 3. Age Related to Health Belief Model Constructs
Source
Age

Dependent Variable
Susceptibility
Perceived Barriers
Perceived Severity
Perceived Benefits

3
3
3
3

df

F
Mean Square
3.0 52
2.0 23
. 77 8
. 286
1. 56 5
1.0 50
2. 9 76
1. 532

Sig.
.0 28*
. 50 6
. 19 7
.0 31*

* p < .0 5

Table 4. 4 4. Health Belief Model Constructs and Age Grouns
De2endent Variable
Perceived Benefits

Susceptibility

Std. Error
Mean
4.0 3
.0 59
.0 58
4.0 5
.0 58
3. 86
3. 77
. 120
.0 67
2. 60
.0 6 6
2. 72
.0 6 6
2. 82
. 136
2. 9 8

Age
39 or younger
40- 4 9
50-59
60 or older
39 or younger
40- 4 9
50- 59
60 or older

Table 4. 4 5. Health Status Related to Health Belief Model Constructs

De2endent Variable
Source
Health Status Susceptibility
Perceived Barriers
Perceived Severity
Perceived Benefit

df
3
3
3
3

* p < .0 5
10 2

Mean Square
12. 886
4.0 6 1
1. 376
2.0 60

F
22.0 85
11. 9 85
2.0 50
3. 89 2

Sig.
<.00 1*
<.00 1*
. 10 6
.00 9*

Table 4:46.Health Belief Model Cons tructs Relationshi pto Health Status Grou ps
:

Deeendent Variable
Susceptibility

Perceived Ba rriers

Perceived Benefit

Mean
3.47
2.92
2.62
2.32
3.0 8
2.68
2.57
2.37
4.00
3.87
3.92
4.2 1

Health Status
Poor to Fair
Good
Very Good
Excellent
Poor to Fair
Good
Very Good
Excellent
Poor to Fair
Good
Very Good
Excellent

Std. Error
. 137
.0 57
.0 5 1
0. 90
. 10 5
.0 43
.039
.0 69
.131
0. 54
0. 48
.0 86

perceivedbarriers to exercise a ndperceivedseverityofheart disease.
The results ofsmoking status comparedto health beliefs are presentedin Table
4.47andT able 4.48.
Significa nt di fferences were foundbet ween those who workedmore tha n 40
ho urs per week a ndthose who worked 40 hours or less per week andhealth beliefs (F s,482
= 3.0 15,p =.0 1 1).Those who worked more th an 40 hours per week r eportedfeeling
more susceptible to heart disease than did those who worked fe wer hours. No significant
diff erences were fou nd for perceivedba r iers to exercise,perceivedseverityofheart
disease ,or perceivedbenefits ofexercise when comparedto hours worked. The results
of hours workedrelatedto health beliefs are presentedin Table 4.49andTable 4.50.
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Ta ble 4.47. Smokin g Status Related to Health BeliefModel Cons tructs
Source
Smoking

Deeendent Variable
Susceptibili ty
Pe rceived Ba rrie rs
Pe rceived Seve rity
Pe rceived Benefit

2
2
2
2

df

Mean Sguare
9.746
. 12 5
. 192
2. 138

F
15.695
.345
.2 83
4.0 1 1

Sig.
<.00 1 *
.70 8
7
. 54
.0 19*

* p <.0 5

Table 4.48.Health Belief Model Cons tructs Relationshi pto Smokin g Sta tus G rou ps
Deeendent Variable
Suscep tibili ty

Pe rceived Bene fit

Mean
2.60
2.79
3. 16
4.02
3.90
3.77

Smoking Status
Neve r Smoked
Forme r Smoke r
Cu rrent Smoke r
Neve r Smoked
Forme r Smoke r
Cu rrent Smoke r

Std. Error
.0 46
0. 65
0. 91
0. 43
.0 60
.0 84

Tab le 4.49. Wo rk Hou rs Re lated to Health Be lief Mode l Const ructs
Source
Wo rk Hou rs

Deeendent Variable
Susceptibility
Pe rceived Ba rrie rs
Pe rceived Seve rity
Pe rceived Bene fit

1
1
1
1

*p <.0 5

1 04

df

Mean Sguare
3.564
.309
.37 1
.639

F

5.484
.929
.592
1.2 66

Sig.
0. 20 *
.336
.442
.2 61

Table 4.50. Health Belie f Model Cons truc ts Com paredto Work Hours Grou ps
Dependent Variable
Susceptibility

Work Hours Group
40 hours or less
Over 40 hours

Mean Std. Error
2.64
.0 53
2.81
.0 50

Summary
Chapter 4presentedthe analysis andinte rpretation ofdata collected from the
questionnaire conce rning the relationships bet ween hea lth conditions that resu lt in safety
andhealth professionals 'absenteeism andpresenteeism and thei rhea lth belie fs .A
convenience sample o fsafety andhealth professionals who attended the 2 0 0 5 Tennessee
Safety andHea lth Con gress was usedas the study population . Demo graphic and
descripti ve in forma tion about the T ennessee safety andhealth professionals was
pro vided. Then,each research question with associatedstatistica l analysis was presented.
The analysis sho wedthat signific ant differences existedbet ween absenteeism and
presenteeism due to heal thcon ditions. Significant differences a sl o existedbet ween
absenteeism andpresenteeism andhealth status. The most fre quent health conditions
causing absenteeism andpresenteeism were aller gic rhinitis,respiratory il nl ess,hi gh
s tress ,depression,sleep difficul ties,andmi graines .Each o fthese hea tlh conditions
exh ibitedsignificant differences among safety andhealth professionals groupedby age,
gender,health status,smo kin gstatus, andhours workedper week.Ho wever,except for
absenteeism relatedto gender,aller gic rhinitis didnot differ bet ween groups for
absenteeism or presenteeism .
10 5

The analysis of the data also showed that significant differences existed between
absenteeism and presenteeism reported by safety and health professionals and health
beliefs.This was determined through an analysis of specific constructs within the Health
Belief Model. Significant differences were also found between self-reported gender, age,
health status, smoking status, and hours worked per week and reported health beliefs.
Chapter 5 presents a summary of the findings, conclusions, and recommendations.
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CHAPTER S

FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Summary of the Study
The purpose of this study was to investigate the health conditions, health status,
and health beliefs of Tennessee safety and health professionals using self-reported
absenteeism and presenteeism. A convenience sample of safety and health professionals
who attended the 2005 Tennessee Safety and Health Congress was selected to serve as
the sample for the study.
A questionnaire focusing on absenteeism and presenteeism, health beliefs,
smoking and health status, and basic demographic information was compiled, piloted,
and administered to collect the required data. Two valid and reliable questionnaires,
"The Wellness Inventory" by Goetze!, et al. (2003) and "The Health Beliefs
Questionnaire" by Mirotmik, et al. (1 995), were merged to create a new questionnaire:
"Yow- Perceptions ofHow Health Conditions Impact Work Productivity." The new
questionnaire was pilot tested at the Oak Ridge Safety and Health Expo on June 22, 2005,
using a sample of safety and health professionals. In addition to piloting the
questionnaire, the Expo site served as a pilot for the collection site methodology.
The data gathered through the questionnaire were coded and analyzed by using
Chi-square, MANOVAs and ANOVAs, and Spearman's rho testing. Comparisons were
made between demographic characteristics of safety and health professionals
participating in the study and self-reported health related absenteeism and presenteeism.
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The comparisons were made for 12health conditions itemized within the questionnaire.
Comparisons were also made to health beliefs and attitudes.Additionally, demographic
characteristics were compared to health beliefs.
To analyze the health beliefs and attitudes of the safety and health professionals
participating in the study, the framework of the Health Belief Model and its constructs of
perceived susceptibility, perceived severity, perceived barriers, and perceived benefits
were utilized.

Findings and Conclusions

Within the study population of Tennessee safety and health professionals, 39. 8%
of the participants self-reported missing work due to health conditions (absenteeism) or
feeling ill and less productive while at work (presenteeism), while 6 0. 2% of the study
participants self-reported no absenteeism or presenteeism. Findings and conclusions for
each of the study's research questions are discussed below.

Research Question 1

Research question I asks, "Are there significant differences for Tennessee safety
and health professionals grouped by age, gender, health status, smoking status, and hours
worked per week in absenteeism due to health conditions?"
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Research Findings

The researc hfindings for researc hquestion 1 are as follows .
1. T he six most :frequently self-reported healt hconditions causing absenteeism
were a ler gicr hini tis (67, 13.0 %),respiratory illness (52, 10. 1 %),mi graines
(5 1, 9.9%),sleep difficulties (33, 6.4%), hig hs tress (30, 5.8%), and
depression (28, 5.4%).
2. Allergic rhinitis: Absenteeism due to allergic r hini tis was signific antly more
common among female participants (30, 17.2%)th an among male particip ants
(36, 10.9%;p =.0 44).
3 . Allergic rhinitis: Signific ant di fferences in absenteeism due to allergic r hini tis
were not found w hen sa fety and health p articipants were grouped by age ,
healt hstatus,smoking status,or hours worked per week.
4. Respiratory illness: Female p articip ants (28, 16. 1 %)self -reported
significant ly more absenteeism due to respiratoryillness than did male
participants (24,7.3%;p =.00 2).
5. Respiratory illness: Absenteeism due to respiratoryillness was g reater fo r

pa rticipants with lowe rr epo rted health status (Poor o r Fair :7, 23.3 %; Good :
22, 12.0 %; Very Good : 1 7,7.5%; andExcellent : 6, 8.2%;p = .0 37).
6. Respiratory illness: Asigni fic ant di fference was foundamong pa rticip ants
w ho reported absenteeism causedby respiratory illness and reported poor or
fair health (7 , 23.3%)th an among any other health group (Good: 22, 12.0 %;
Very Good: 17, 7.5%; and Excellent : 6, 8.2%;p =.037).
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7. Respiratory illness: No significant differences were found for self-reported
absenteeism due to respiratory illness when safety and health participants
were grouped by age, smoking status, or hours worked per week.
8. Migraines: Migraines were found to cause absenteeism in significantly more
participants 39 years old or younger than in participants in older age groups.
( 39 or younger: 28, 18.9%; 4 0- 49: 16, 10. 3%; 50- 59: 6, 4%; 6 0and over: 0,
0%; p < . 001).
9. Migraines: Female participants ( 37, 21. 3%) self-reported significantly more
absenteeism due to migraines than did male participants ( 14, 4. 2%, p < . 001).
10. Migraines: No significant differences were found for absenteeism due to
migraines when safety and health participants were grouped by smoking status
and hours worked per week.
11. Sleep difficulties: Female participants ( 17, 9. 8%) self-reported significantly
more absenteeism due to sleep difficulties than did male participants ( 16,
4. 8%, p = . 033).
12. Sleep difficulties: Participants who self-reported poor or fair health status
reported significantly more sleep difficulties causing absenteeism than did all
other participants from other health status response groups. (Poor or Fair: 6,
20. 0%; Good: 9, 4.9%; Very Good: 13, 5. 7%; Excellent: 5, 6. 8%; p = . 018).
13. Sleep difficulties: No significant differences were found for absenteeism due
to sleep difficulties when safety and health participants were grouped by age,
smoking status, or hours worked per week.
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14. High stress: Female participants ( 16, 9. 2% ) self-reported significantly more
absenteeism due to high stress than did male participants ( 14, 4. 2%, p = . 025).
15. High stress: No significant difference were found for absenteeism due to high
stress when safety and health participants were grouped by age, health status,
smoking status, or hours worked per week.
16. Depression: Depression was significantly higher for safety and health study
participants from the 39 and under age group than for participants from other
age groups ( 39 or younger: 17, 11.5%; 4 0- 4 9: 5, 3. 2% ; 5 0-5 9: 4, 2.6%; 6 0and
over: 1, 2. 9%; p = . 002).
17. Depression: Absenteeism due to depression was significantly more common
among female safety and health study participants ( 17, 9 . 8%) than among
male participants ( 11, 3. 3 %; p = . 003).
18. Depression: No significant differences were found for absenteeism due to
depression when safety and health participants were grouped by health status,
smoking status, or hours worked per week.

Research Conclusion
Absenteeism caused by the six most frequently reported health conditions
(allergic rhinitis, respiratory illness, migraines, sleep difficulties, high stress, and
depression) reported by the Tennessee safety and health professionals varied when the
safety and health professionals were grouped by self-reported age, gender, health status,
smoking status, and self-reported hours worked per week.
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The most frequently foundhealth conditions causing absenteeism and
presenteeism reportedby this study (allergi crh initis,respiratoryillness,migraines,sleep
di ffi culties,h gi h s tress, anddepre ssion ) were similar to the results reportedby Goet zel,
Ozminko wskiandass ociates. G oetzel et al. s' s tudy,publishedin 2003,reported that
alle rgies,migraines,respiratoryillness, andst ress were the health condi tions responsible
for the mo st absenteeism andpresenteei sm (Goet zel,et al., 200 3).The a ctual per centages
ofrespondents sel f-r epor ting a spe cifi chealth condi tion causing absenteeism due to
aller gicr hinitis (13%) , respiratoryillness (10. 1 %) ,migraines (9.9%), andhighs tress
(5.8%) fr om this cu rent resea rch were simila rto the studyby Goet zel,et al. (2003),
whi ch reportedallergies were 13%,respi ratoryillness was 19%,migraines were 1 4%,
andst ress was 9%.
With the ex ception ofhealth status,the results ofresea rch fo cusing on
comparis ons of w ork groups bygender,age,health sta tus,smoki ng status,andh ours
w orkedper week t oself-r eportedabsenteeism causedbyhealth conditions were not
foundin the publishedliterat ure. Ozminko wski,et al., (2003) is the only publisheds tudy
t oanal yze absenteeism relati onsh pi s due t ospe ci ficheal th conditi ons with self- reported
health status. The studyby Ozmi nko wski,et al. (200 3) indi catedthat of the heal th
conditions analyzed,hea tl h status wa srelatedto self-reported stress,migraines, and
respiratoryillness. No relationship was reportedbet ween hea tlh status andthe hea tlh
conditions ofallergies anddepression as causes ofabsenteeism.
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Research Question 2
Research question 2asks, "Are there significant differences for Tennessee safety
and health professionals grouped by age, gender, health status, smoking status, and hours
worked per week in presenteeism due to health conditions?"

Research Findings
The research findings for research question 2are as follows .
1. The six most frequently self-reported health conditions causing presenteeism
were allergic rhinitis ( 119, 23. 1% ), high stress ( 9 0, 17 . 4% ), sleep difficulties
(8 1, 15.7% ), migraine (7 4, 14. 3% ), depression ( 4 3, 8. 3% ), and respiratory
illness ( 36, 7. 0% ).
2. Allergic rhinitis: No significant differences were found for self-reported
presenteeism caused by allergic rhinitis when safety and health study
participants were grouped by age, gender, health status, smoking status, and
hours worked per week.
3. High stress: Presenteeism due to high stress declined significantly with age
( 39 or younger: 38, 4 4.7%; 4 0- 4 9: 22, 25. 9%; 50- 59: 21, 24.7%; 6 0and over:
4, 4.7%� p = .016 ).
4. High stress: Male participants ( 47, 54. 0% ) self-reported significantly more
presenteeism due to high stress than did female participants ( 40, 46. 0%; p =
. 013).
5. High stress: A significantly greater percentage of participants who worked
more than 4 0hours per week reported presenteeism due to high stress ( 25% )
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th an didp articipants who repo rted wo rking 40 hou rs o rless a week (Mo re
th an 40 hou rs pe r week : 54, 62.8%comparedto 40 hou rs o �less pe r we ek: 32,
37 .2%;p =.030).
6. High stress: No signific ant diffe rences we re found fo rp resenteeism due to
highs tress when safety andhealth study particip ants we re groupedby health
status o rsmoking status .
7. Migraines: Si gnific an tly mo re pa rticip ants 39o ryou nge r repo rted
p resenteeism due to mi graines thandidsafety andhealth study p articipants
ove r 39 (39o ryounge r: 41, 55.4%; 40- 49: 20, 27.0 %; 50- 59: 13, 17.6%; 60
andove r: 0, 0 %;p < 0. 0 1) .
8. Migraines: Asi gnifican tly g reate rpe rcentage offemale pa rticipants (47,
63.5%) self- repo rtedp resenteeism due to mi graines (25%) than didmale
participants (27, 36.5%;p <.00 1).
9. Migraines: No si gnificant diffe rences we re fou nd fo rp resenteeism causedby
highs tress when safety andhealth study participants we re groupedby heal th
status,smoking status,o rhou rs wo rkedpe r week .
10. Sleep difficulties: No signific ant diffe rences we re found fo rp resenteeism due
to sleep di fficul ties when safety andhealth study particip ants we re groupedby
age,gende r,heal thstatus ,smoking status , andhou rs wo rkedpe r week.
1 1. Depression: Asi gnific antly highe rpe rcentage ofparticipants in the 39 and
unde rage group repo rtedp resenteei smdue to dep ression than didparticip ants
ni olde rage groups (39o ryounge r: 24, 16.2%; 40- 49: 6, 3.9%; 50- 59: 1 1,
7.4%; 60 andove r: 1, 2.9 %;p = 0. 0 1).
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1 2. Depression: Presenteeism due to depression was greater for participants who
reported lower health status (Poor or Fair: 6, 20. 0%; Good: 18, 9. 8%; Very
Good: 17, 7.5%; Excellent: 2, 2. 7%; p = . 029 ).
1 3 . Depression: No significant differences were found for presenteeism due to
depression when safety and health study participants were grouped by gender,
smoking status, and hours worked per week.
1 4. Respiratory illness: A significantly greater percentage of female participants
self-reported presenteeism due to respiratory illness ( 18, 10.3% ) than did male
participants (1 8, 5. 4%; p = . 04 2).
15. Respiratory illness: Presenteeism due to respiratory illness was greater for
participants who reported lower health status. (Poor or Fair: 5, 1 6. 7%; Good:
1 7, 9.3%; Very Good: 1 2, 5.3%; Excellent: 2, 2. 7%; p = . 032).
16. Respiratory illness: No significant differences were found for presenteeism
due to respiratory illness when safety and health study participants were
grouped by age, smoking status, and hours worked per week.

Research Conclusion
Of the six most frequently reported health conditions causing presenteeism
reported by Tennessee safety and health professionals, high stress, migraines, depression,
and respiratory illness varied when safety and health professionals were grouped by age,
gender, health status, smoking status, and self-reported hours worked per week.
Presenteeism caused by allergic rhinitis and sleep difficulties did not vary when safety
and health professionals were grouped by age, gender, health status, smoking status, and
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self-reported hours worked per week. These results were similar to research reported by
Goetzel, et al. ( 2004). Goetzel, et al. 's ( 2004) research investigated presenteeism due to
10different health conditions using five different swveys and found allergies and
migraines to be the most prevalent causes of presenteeism.
With the exception of health status, the results of research focusing on
comparisons of work groups by gender, age, health status, smoking status, and hours
worked per week to self-reported presenteeism caused by health conditions were not
found in the published literature. Ozminkowski, et al. ( 2003) is the only published study
to analyze absenteeism relationships due to specific health conditions with self-reported
health status. The study by Ozminkowski, et al. ( 2003 ) indicated that of the health
conditions analyzed, health status was related to self-reported stress, migraines, and
respiratory illness. No relationship was reported between health status and the health
conditions of allergies and depression as causes of presenteeism.

Research Question 3
Research question 3 asks, "Are there significant differences between reported
absenteeism and presenteeism due to self-reported health conditions for Tennessee safety
and health professionals grouped by age, gender, health status, smoking status, or hours
worked per week?"
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Research Findings
The research fmdings for research question 3 are as follows.
1. Female participants self-reported a significantly higher amount of
presenteeism due to health conditions ( 5. 6 6 days) than did male participants
( 3. 01days).
2. Self-reported absenteeism was significantly greater for participants who
reported lower health status (Poor or Fair: 53. 8days; Good: 5.5 days ; Very
Good: 1. 5days; Excellent: 1. 8days).
3. Self-reported presenteeism was significantly greater for participants who
reported lower health status (Poor or Fair: 11.3hours; Good: 4. 0hours; Very
Good: 3.2hours ; Excellent: 2. 6 hours).
4. No significant differences were found for absenteeism or presenteeism when
safety and health study participants were grouped by age, smoking status, and
hours worked per week.

Research Conclusion
Absenteeism, the number of workdays missed due to health conditions, was
different for Tennessee safety and health professionals when they were grouped by health
status, but it was not different when the study participants were grouped by age, gender,
smoking status, and hours worked per week.
Presenteeism, the number of hours a person feels ill and less effective at work,
was different for Tennessee safety and health professionals when they were grouped by
gender and health status. Reported presenteeism was not different when the safety and
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health study participants were grouped by age, smoking status, and hours worked per
week.
When grouped by health status, Tennessee safety and health professionals self
reporting fair or poor health status reported a greater frequency of absenteeism and
presenteeism than did those who self-reported good, very good, or excellent health status.
The research of Ozminkowski, et al. ( 2003) found a similar relationship between health
status and absenteeism and presenteeism.

Research Question 4

Research question 4 asks, "Are there significant differences between the
absenteeism and presenteeism of Tennessee safety and health professionals and their
health beliefs, including perceived susceptibility, severity, benefits, and barriers?"

Research Findings

The research findings for research question 4 are as follows.
1. Absenteeism: No significant differences were found between the absenteeism
and health beliefs of participants based on the Health Belief Model constructs
of perceived susceptibility, perceived severity, perceived barriers, and
perceived benefits.
2. Presenteeism: Those participants who reported feeling ill while at work
(presenteeism ) for more than 8hours over the last year had a significantly
higher perceived susceptibility to heart disease than did those participants who
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reported less than 8hours or no presenteeism (Me an =2.98compared to 2 .66
for Ohours and 2.77 for 1- 8hours ;p

=

.0 1 1).

3. Those p articipants who reported more than 8ho urs ofpresenteeism also
reported signific an tly greater perceived barriers to e xercise (Me an
2 .583 for Ohours and 2 .566 for 1- 8hours ;p

=

=2.868vs

.

.0 02).

Research Conclusion

Repo rted absentee ismof Tennessee safety and heal thprofessionals was similar
regardless ofperceived susceptibili tyto heart disease ,perceived severity ofheart dise ase ,
perceived benefits ofe xercise, and perceived ba rriers to e xercise.
Sel f-repo rted susceptibili tyto heart disease and perceived barriers to e xercise
were higher for sa fety and health study particip ants who reported more th an 8hours of
presenteeism than for those who reported 8hours or less time lo st due to presenteeism .
Perceived seve rity ofhea rtdisease and perceived benefits ofe xercise were the same for
Tennessee s afety and health professionals who sel f-reported more th an 8hours of
presenteeism compared to Tennessee safet yand health p rofessionals who reported 8
hou rs or less ofpresenteeism .

Research Question 5

Research que stion 5asks, "Are there significant diffe rences for Tennessee safe ty
and health professionals grouped by age,gender ,heal thstatus,smo king status , and hours
worked per week and their health beliefs,including perceived susc eptib ility ,seve rity ,
benefits, and barriers T
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Research Findings

The research findings for research question 5 are as follows.
1. Gender: Female participants reported perceiving a higher average severity to
heart disease (Mean: 4. 02) than did male participants (Mean: 3. 7 5; p = . 001).
2. Gender: Female participants reported perceiving a higher average benefit to
exercise for improved health (Mean: 4. 10) than did male participants (Mean:
3.87; p = . 001).
3. Gender: Male participants reported perceiving a higher average susceptibility
to heart disease (Mean: 2. 82) than did female participants (Mean: 2.57; p <
. 00 1).
4. Gender: No significant difference between male and female participants was
found for perceived barriers to exercise.
5. Age groups: Perceived susceptibility to heart disease increased with age ( 39 or

younger Mean: 2. 6 0; 4 0- 4 9 Mean: 2. 7 2; 50- 59 Mean: 2. 82; 6 0and over Mean:
2. 9 8; p = . 028).
6. Age groups: Perceived benefit of exercise decreased with age ( 39 or younger
Mean: 4. 03; 4 0- 4 9 Mean: 4. 05; 50- 59 Mean: 3. 86 ; 6 0and over Mean: 3. 77; p
= . 031).
7. Age groups: No significant differences were found for perceived barriers to
exercise and perceived severity of heart disease when participants were
grouped by age.
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8. Health status: Perceivedbenefits ofe xercise increased with higher health
st atus (Poor or Fair Mean : 4.0 0; Good Mean : 3.87; Very Good Me an: 3.92;
Excellent Mean : 4.21;p <.0 0 1).
9. Health status:Those particip ants who repo rted higher hea lthsta tus a sl o
reporteda lo wer perceivedsusceptibility to heart disease (Poor or Fair Mean :
3.47; Good Me an: 2.9 2; Very Good Mean : 2.62;Excellent Mean : 2.32;p <
.0 0 1).
10. Health status:Those particip ants who reporteda higher health status also
r eportedlo wer barriers to e xercise (Poor or Fair Me an: 3.0 8; Good Me an:
2.68; Very Good Mean : 2.57;Excellent Me an : 2.37;p =.0 0 9).
1 1. Health status: No significant differences were found for safety andhealth
participants 'perceivedseverity ofhear tdisease when groupedby hea tlh
status .
12. Smoking status: Cu rrent smokers repor et dfeeling more susceptible to heart
disease (Me an : 3. 1 6) th an did former smokers (Mean : 2.79) andthose who
have ne ver smoked (Me an : 2.60;p <.0 0 1).
13. Smoking status: Cu rrent smokers repor et dthat they perceivedless benefit to
exercise (Me an : 3.77) than did former smokers (Me an : 3.90 ) andthose who
have ne ver smoked (Me an : 4.0 2;p = .0 19).
14. Smoking status: No si gnificant di fferences were foundbet ween smokin g
groups andperceivedbarriers to exerci se andperceivedseve rityofhe art
disease.
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15. Hours workedper week: Those participants who worked more than 4 0hours
per week reported a higher susceptibility to heart disease (Mean: 2. 81) than
did those participants who worked fewer hours (Mean: 2. 64; p = . 020).
16. Hours workedper week: No significant differences were found between
hours worked per week and perceived barriers to exercise, perceived severity
of heart disease, or perceived benefits of exercise.

Research Conclusion

Health beliefs and attitudes of Tennessee safety and health professionals were
different when grouped by self-reported age, gender, health status, smoking status� and
hours worked per week. This conclusion is similar to the conclusions reported by Al-Ali
& Haddad (2 004). Al-Ali & Haddad concluded that variables such as age and gender
udemonstrate a varied effect on exercise participation.n Al-Ali & Haddad ( 2004) also
found that as age increased, perceived barriers to exercise also increased, and age was
negatively correlated with exercise participation. Their conclusion was similar to this
study's finding that the perceived benefits of exercise decreased with age; however,
significant differences did not exist for perceived barriers to exercise and age.
Gender also presented significant differences with the Al-Ali & Haddad ( 2004)
study. While this current study found that males had a higher perceived susceptibility to
heart disease than did females, earlier research by Al-Ali & Haddad ( 2004) reported the
opposite finding: that females had a higher perceived susceptibility to heart disease
(myocardial infarction) than did males.
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Recommendations

The following recommendations are based on the findings and the conclusions of
this study.
1. When considering future actions for employers to address absenteeism caused
by specific workplace illnesses for safety and health professionals, certain
health conditions such as allergic rhinitis should be addressed for all
employees, since all groups reported this health condition as a cause of
reduced productivity due to absenteeism. However, actions for the health
conditions of migraines, sleep difficulties, high stress, depression, and
respiratory illness should be addressed by separating individuals into sub
groups related to age, gender, health status, smoking status, and hours worked
per week.
2. When considering future actions for employers to address presenteeism caused
by health conditions such as allergic rhinitis and sleep difficulties for safety
and health professionals, these health conditions should be addressed for all
employees since all groups reported these problems as causes of reduced
productivity due to presenteeism. However, the health conditions of
migraines, high stress, depression, and respiratory illness should be addressed
by separating individuals into sub-groups related to age, gender, health status,
smoking status, and hours worked per week.
3. Actions to reduce absenteeism and presenteeism due to health conditions for
safety and health professionals in Tennessee should focus on employee groups
self reporting poor or fair health status. This recommendation is made
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because respondents in these health status groups were found to have reported
the majority of absenteeism and presenteeism in this study.
4. Actions to reduce absenteeism and presenteeism for safety and health
professionals in Tennessee should be targeted at specific categorical sub
groups based on age, gender, health status, smoking status, and hours worked
per week to recognize the differences between the health beliefs of these sub
groups.

Recommendation for Further Research

Further research using this study's questionnaire, "Your Perceptions of How
Health Conditions Impact Work Productivity," is recommended to support the utilization
of health status and beliefs related to reported absenteeism and presenteeism due to health
conditions. Applying this study' s questionnaire to other populations will allow
comparisons between sub-populations and improve the ability to generalize the results of
the questionnaire.

Summary
This chapter discussed the fmdings, conclusions, and recommendations generated
by this study. Employer actions may focus on workers who self-report poor or fair health
status in order to reduce absenteeism and presenteeism of safety and health professionals
in Tennessee.
When considering future actions to address absenteeism caused by specific
workplace illnesses for safety and health professionals, employers should address certain
124

health conditions such as allergic rhinitis for all employees, while other health conditions
should be addressed for specific groups only. When considering future actions to address
presenteeism caused by health conditions such as allergic rhinitis and sleep difficulties,
employers should address these health conditions for all employees, since all groups
reported these problems as causes of reduced productivity due to presenteeism.
Further research using this study' s questionnaire, "Your Perceptions of How
Health Conditions Impact Work Productivity," is recommended to support utilization of
health status and beliefs related to reported absenteeism and presenteeism due to health
conditions.
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You r Perceptions of How Health Cond itions
Impact Work Productivity
Dear Tennessee Health and Safety Congress participants,
By completing the attached questionnaire you can help insure that future health
promotion and I njury protection programs I n companies such as yours better
meet the needs of their employees.

As a part of completing this questionnaire, you will help to identify the primary chronic
illnesses that contribute to missing work and feeling ill while at work. Information
provided by your participation in this survey can help develop future work related health
promotion, injury prevention, and health education programs that will be better tailored to
help your employees feel better and live healthier lives.
Completing this questionnaire will take approximately 8 to 1 O minutes of your time.
This research projed is being sponsored by the UT Safety Center. Your participation in
this survey is completely voluntary and confidential. No identifiers, identification
numbers, or names are requested on this questionnaire. You must be at least 1 8 years
old to participate. Completion and return of this questionnaire serves as your
acknowledgement and informed consent to participate in the survey.
Please place your completed questionnaire I n the slot on the top of the sealed
drop box located at the UT Graduate Safety Booth.
I ncluded with the survey Is a UT Safety Center calling card. Be sure to take the
attached card to the UT Graduate Safety Booth and choose one of the three small
appreciation gifts for taking the time to pick up and read our survey. Additionally,
put your name, phone number, and address on the back of the card, and place it
In the separate box labeled "IPOD drawing" for entry Into the drawing for a new
silver mlni-lPOD.
Thank you for providing your valuable insights to this study.
William T. Rogerson, Jr.
Primary Researcher
Doctoral Candidate
Health and Safety Program
The University of Tennessee, Knoxville

Dr. Susan Smith, MSPH, EdD
Director, UT Safety Center
The University of Tennessee, Knoxville
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Your Perceptions of How Health Conditions
Impact Work Productivity
Please complete the following section concerning your job classification and health
Mark One with an "X"

Example: "...L:,.(1) Human Resources

1. Which of the following best describes your main job responsibilities?
(Please select only one)
___ ( 1 ) Human Resources Personnel or Manager
___ (2) Safety Personnel, Supervisor, or M anager
___ (3) Health Care Professional, Technician, or Manager
___ (4) Emergency Management Personnel, EMS/First Responder/Ambulance Personnel
___ (5) Health or Safety Claims/Risk Insurance Agent
i-,6

w
V.

___ (6) Trainer/Educator
___ (7) Security/Guard Force or Law Enforcement
___ (8) Industrial Floor Supervi sorff eam Leader
___ (9) Industrial Line or Company Employee or Associate
___ ( 1 0) Marketing or Sales Representative
___ (1 1 ) Maintenance/Construction, and Related Occupations
___ (12) Food Service and Related Occupations
___ (13) Housekeeping and Related Occupations
___ ( 1 4) Clerical/Administrative Support, and Customer Service Occupations
__ ( 1 5) Other (please specify) _______________

Please "X" the appropriate selection for 2a, 2b, and 2c

.....
w
O'\

E M PLOYMENT
2a. Which sector do you work in?
( 1) Private
__ (2) Public

__ (3) Non-Profit

SEX
2b. What is your sex:

_(1 ) Male

__(2) Female

RACE
2c. What Is your race?
___ ( 1 ) African American
__ (2) White
___ (3) Asian

__ (4) Hispanic-Latino
__ (5) Native American
__ (6) Other (Please specify)________

3a. Please fill in your age (nearest year)
3b. Please fill in your home zip code:

Years

H EALTH STATUS

4. In general, would you say your health Is:

(Please mark one with an ·x7
__ ( 1 ) POOR __ (2) FAI R

__ (3) GOOD

__ (4) VERY GOOD

5. Which cigarette smoking pattern best describes your behavior?
(Please mark one with an 'X'1
__ (2) FORMER SMOKER
__ ( 1 ) NEVER SMOKED

__ (5) EXCELLENT

__ (3) CURRENT SMOKER

Please continue with item 6 on to the next page.

Now you will be asked how you feel about some of the medical conditions that might make you ill. Please "X· one box
under each question. For example, if you are not at all concerned about getting sick: 'X" ( 1 ) NOT AT ALL
6. Some people are quite concerned about getting sick, while others are not as concerned.
How concerned are you about getting sick?
_ (3) FAIR LY _ (4) VERY _ (5) EXTREM ELY
_ ( 1 ) NOT AT ALL _ (2) SLIGHTLY
7. How frequently do you think about your health?
_ ( 1 ) NEVER
_ (2) SELDOM
_ (3) SOMETI M ES

_ (4) FAI RLY _ (5) VERY OFTEN
OFTEN
8. Some people are quite concerned about health, while others are not as concerned.
How concerned are you about your health?
_ (3) FAIR LY _ (4) VERY _ (5) EXTREM E LY
_ ( 1 ) NOT AT ALL _ 2) S LIGHTLY

c;
--..,1

9. People differ in how much importance they place on health. In comparison to other people,
how Important is health to you?
_ (1 ) MUCH LESS _ (2) SOM EWHAT _ (3) EQUALLY _ (4) SOM EWHAT _ (5) M UCH
LESS
MORE
MORE
1 0. Please indicate how closely the following statement describes you:
"I do lots of special things to improve or protect my health."
_ (1 ) NOT AT ALL _ (2) VERY LITTLE _ (3) SOM EWHAT _ (4) WELL _ (5) VERY WELL
1 1 . How likely is it that someday in the future you will be ill with heart disease?
_ (1 ) VERY
_ (3) EQUALLY
_ (4) FAIRLY
_ (2) FAIR LY
UNLIKELY
UNLIKELY
LIKELY & UNLIKELY
LIKELY

_ (5) VERY
LIKELY

1 2. Do you feel that your present lifestyle puts you at risk of developing heart disease? (If you
already have heart disease, does your lifestyle put you at risk of aggravating your present condition?)
_ (3) FAIR RISK _ (4) LARGE RISK _ (5) VERY LARGE
_ (1) NOT AT ALL
_ (2) SLIGHT RISK
RISK

1 3. In comparison to most other people, how susceptible do you think you are to developing a
serious heart condition?
_ (3) EQUALLY _ (4) SOM EWHAT _(5) M UCH MORE
_ ( 1 ) M UCH LESS _ (2) SOM EWHAT
LESS
MORE
1 4. Please indicate how costly in terms of time, money, energy, pain, etc., you think exercising would be.
_ (1 ) NOT AT ALL _ (2) SLIGHTLY _ (3) FAIR LY _ (4) VERY _ (5) EXTREM ELY
1 5. It's hard to find the time to exercise on a regular basis. Do you strongly agree, agree,
neither agree nor disagree, disagree, or strongly disagree with this statement?
_ ( 1 ) STRONGLY AGR EE _ (2) AGREE _ (3) NEITHER _ (4) DISAGREE

_ (5) STRONGLY
DISAGREE
1 6. How much would you have to change your present life style in order to exercise on a regular basis?
_ (5) VERY LARGE
_ (3) FAI R
_ (4) LARGE
. _ ( 1 ) NOT AT ALL _ (2) SLIGHT
DEGREE
DEGREE
DEGREE
DEGREE

....w
00

1 7. To what degree would exercising on a regular basis require you to adopt new patterns of behaviors?
_ (5) VERY LARGE
_ (3) FAIR
_ (4) LARGE
_ ( 1 ) NOT AT ALL
_ (2) SLIGHT
DEGREE
DEGREE
DEGREE
DEGREE
1 8. To what degree would exercising on a regular basis interfere with your normal activities?
_ (4) LARGE
_ (3) FAI R
_ (1 ) NOT AT ALL
_ (2) SLIGHT
DEGREE
DEGREE
DEGREE
Please continue with Item 19 on the next page.

_ (5) VERY LARGE
DEGREE

Please circle the number beside the statement that best describes your beliefs for each item In questions 19 and 20.
19. Disease may Impact on a person's life In many ways. How likely do you think It Is that heart
disease (including hypertension and high blood pressure) would result in each of the following?
(1)
VERY
UNLI KELY
a.

physical pain. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1

b. shortness of breath . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1

i--

(4)
FAI RLY
LIKELY

(5)
VERY
LIKELY

2

( 3)
EQUALLY
LIKELY AND
UNLIKELY
3

4

5

2

3

4

5

(2)
FAIRLY
UNLI KELY

C.

fatigue .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1

2

3

4

5

d.

emotional distress . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1

2

3

4

5

e.

disrupt family life. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1

2

3

4

5

f.

disrupt sex life. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1

3

4

5

g.

disrupt work life . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1

2

2

3

4

5

h.

hinder ability to enjoy life . . . . . . . . . 1

3

4

5

i.

hurt self-esteem . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1

2
2

3

4

5

j.

strain economic resources . . . . . . .. 1

2

3

4

5

k.

death . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1

2

3

4

5

20. How helpful do you think exercise is in doing each of the following with regard to heart
disease and health in general:
(4)
(3)
(5)
(1)
(2)
VERY
EXTREMELY
FAIRLY
SLIGHTLY
NOT AT ALL
HELPFU L
HELEF_UL t:tELP_FUL
HELPFUL
HELPFUL
a. relieving symptoms
4
5
3
2
of heart disease . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
b. preventing death
4
5
3
2
from heart disease . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
C. preventing a recurrence
4
2
5
3
of a heart attack . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
d. improving quality of life
5
4
3
2
after a heart attack. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
e. improving one's
4
2
3
5
self-esteem . . . . '. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
f. improving one's
4
3
2
5
physical appearance . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
g. improving
4
5
3
one's mood . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
2
�
h. improving one's
0
4
5
social life . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
2
3
i. increasing one's
4
2
5
energy level . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
3

-

Please continue with item 21 on the next page.

Please respond to the following questions about the effect certain health conditions have had
on your work during the past year.
PAST YEAR = (MONTH Y EAR to MONTH YEAR)
21. During the last year, approximately how many HOURS PER WEEK and WEEKS PER YEAR did you work in your job?
( Include overtime, but do not include vacation time or other paid time off. )
(Please fill in both parts a. and b.)
a. _ (1 ) HOURS PER WEEK
b. _ (2) WEEKS PER YEAR
22. During the past year. estimate the TOTAL NUMBER of DAYS you EXPERIENCED each of the following health
conditions. (If you did not experience the condition in the past year ,please write "O" days.)
Example: If you experienced Allergic Rhinitis 5 days last year. please enter .:§.::
A. ALLERGIC RHINITIS: :£ DAVS
i,,-6

�

.....

TOTAL DAYS YOU EXPERIENCED

EACH CONDITION IN PAST YEAR

A. ALLERGIC RHINITIS/HAY FEVER AND RELATED SYMPTONS, I NCLUDING SNEEZING
ATTACKS, STUFFY NOSE, AND ITCHING OF NOSE, EYES EARS AND THROAT.

_ DAYS

B. ANXIETY DISORDER. SUCH AS GENERALIZED ANXIETY DISORDER, PANIC DISORDER,
_ DAYS
PHOBIAS, OBSESSIVE-CUMPULSIVE DISORDER, AND POST TRAUMATIC STRESS DISORDER.
C. ARTH RITIS/RHEUMATISM AND RELATED SYMPTOMS, INCLUDING PAI N, SWELLING,
STIFFNESS, AND LOSS OF FUNCTION IN JOINTS.
D. ASTHMA AND RELATED SYMPTOMS, INCLUDING S HORTNESS OF BREATH, WHEEZING,

DAYS
_ DAYS

COUGHING, AND TIGHTNESS IN THE CHEST.
E. CO RONARY H EART DISEASE AND RELATED PROBLE MS. INCLUDING ANGINA (CHEST PAIN),
HIGH COHOLESTEROL, OR HEART ATTACK.
F. DEPRESSION OR OTHER MOOD DISORDERS, SUCH AS MAJOR DEPRESSION,
DYSTHYMIA, AND BI POLAR DISORDER.

�
N

DAYS
_ DAYS

G. DIABETES AND RELATED PROBLEMS, INCLUDI NG HYPOGLYCEMIA (LOW BLOOD S UGAR ) ,
FOOT I NFECTIONS, VISION PROBLEMS, AND FREQUENT I NFECTIONS.

DAYS

H. HIGH STRESS

DAYS

I . HYPERTENSION OR HIGH BLOOD PRESSURE

DAYS

J. MIGRAIN E AND RELATED SYM PTOMS, SUCH AS MAJOR HEADACHES, SENSITIVITY
TO LIGHT OR NOISE, NAUSEA, AND OCCASIONAL VOMITING.

DAYS

K. RESPIRATORY ILLN ESSES, SUCH AS PNEUMONIA, BRONCHITIS, TONSILLITIS,
STREP THROAT, EMPHASEMA, OR CHRONIC PULMONARY DISEASES (COPD) .

DAYS

L. S LEEP DIFFICULTIES - PROBLEMS FALLING AS LEEP OR STAYING ASLEEP OR
_ DAYS
WAKING UP TOO EARLY, HAVI NG SLEEP THAT IS NOT REFRESHI NG, LEADI NG TO
PROBLEMS THE NEXT DAY SUCH AS FATIGUE, TIREDNESS, DIFFICULTY CONCENTRATING, ETC.
Please continue with Item 23 on the next page.

2 3. During the past year, estimate the TOTAL DAYS you MISSED FROM WORK because you experienced each health
condition. Include time you missed because you were sick, times you went in late or left early for doctor's appointments, etc. (If
you did not experience the condition in the past year, write "O" days.)
TOTAL DAYS YOU MISSED FROM WORK IN PAST YEAR

A. ALLERGIC RHINITIS/HAY FEVER. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

_ DAYS

8. ANXIETY DISORDER. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

_ DAYS

C. ARTHRITIS/RHEUMATISM . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

_ DAYS

D. ASTHMA. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

_ D AVS

E. CO RONARY HEART DISEASE. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

_ DAYS

F. DEPRESSION. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

_ DAYS

G. DIABETES. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

_ DAYS

H. HIGH STRESS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

_ DAYS

_. I. HYPERTENSION OR HIGH BLOOD PRESSURE. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

_ DAYS

w J. MIG RAINE. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

_ DAYS

K. RESPIRATORY ILLNESS. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

_ DAYS

L. SLEEP DIFFICULTIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

DAYS

24. During a typical 8-hour workday, when you had any of the following health conditions, estimate the TOTAL HOURS
you were UNPRODUCTIVE because of the condition. Include time you were limited in the amount or kind of activities you
could do, time needed for more frequent or longer breaks, and time spent on work that had to be redone because you made
mistakes. Do not include unproductive time that was caused by another health condition you were experiencing at the same time.
(Ifyou did not experience the condition or had no unproductive time in the past year, write "O" hours.)
TOTAL HOURS UNPRODUCTIVE
IN A TYPICAL 8-HOUR DAY

A. ALLERGIC RHINITIS/HAY FEVER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

HOURS

B. ANXIETY DISORDER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

HOURS

C. ARTHRITIS/RHEUMATISM . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

HOURS

D. ASTHMA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

HOURS

E. CORO NARY H EART DISEASE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

HOURS

F. DEPRESSION . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

HOURS

G. DIABETES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

HOURS

� H. HIGH STRESS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
I. HYPERTENSION OR HIGH BLOOD PRESSURE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

HOURS

J. MIGRAINE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

HOURS

K. RESPIRATORY ILLN ESS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

HO URS

L. SLEEP DIFFICULTIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

HOURS

HOURS

Please continue with item 25 on the next page.

25. During the past year, estimate the TOTAL NUMBER of DAYS you were a CAREGIVER for someone experiencing each
of the following health conditions. (If you did not provide care for the condition in the past year, write "O" days.)
A. ALZHEIMERS DISEASE. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

TOTAL DAYS YOU WERE A CAREGIVER
FOR EACH CONDITION IN PAST YEAR

DAYS

B. OTITIS MEDIA/EARACHE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .

DAYS

C. PEDIATRIC ALLERGIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

DAYS

D . PEDIATRIC RESPIRATORY INFECTIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

DAYS

E. OTHER : _______________
(Please describe)

DAYS

26. During the past year, estimate the TOTAL DAYS you MISSED FROM WORK because you were a CAREGIVER for
someone with each health condition listed below. Include time you were absent, times you went in late or left early for doctors'
appointments, etc. (If you did not provide any care for the condition in the past year or missed no time from work because of the
care, write ·o" days.)
TOTAL DAYS YOU M ISSED
FROM WORK IN PAST YEAR

:; A. ALZHEIMERS DISEASE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

_ DAYS

B. OTITIS MEDIA/EARACHE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

DAYS

C. PEDIATRIC ALLERGIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

DAYS

D. PEDIATRIC RESPIRATORY INFECTIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

DAYS

E. OTHER: _______________

DAYS

(Please describe)

27. During a typical 8-hour workday, when you were a CAREGIVER for someone who had the following health conditions,
estimate the TOTAL HOURS you were UNPRODUCTIVE because of providing care for the condition. Include time you
were limited in the amount or kind of activities you could do, time needed for more frequent or longer breaks, and time spent on
work that had to be redone because you made mistakes. (If you did not provide any care for the condition in the past year or had
no unproductive time because of the provided care, write ao" hours.)
TOTAL HOURS UNPRODUCTIVE IN A
TYPICAL 8-HOUR DAY

A. ALZHEIM ERS DISEASE . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

HOURS

8. OTITIS MEDIA/EARACHE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

HOURS

C. PEDIATRIC ALLERGIES. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

HOURS

D. PEDIATRIC RESPIRATORY INFECTIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

HOURS

E. OTHER: __________________
(Please describe)

HOURS

28. During the past year, how many days did you MISS FROM WORK for a// of the health conditions YOU EXPERIENCED
....,. (including other conditions not listed above)? Include time you missed because you were sick, times you went in late or left
� early for doctors' appointments, etc.
DAYS
29. During the past year, how many days did you miss from work because you were a CAREGIVER for someone else
(including other conditions not listed above)? Include time you missed because you were providing care, times you went in
late or left early for doctors' appointments, etc.
DAYS
Please continue with question 30 on the next page.

30. Please list and describe the Health/Safety issue you feel affects absenteeism the most in your place of employment:
(Please list and describe)

31. Please list and describe the Health/Safety issue you feel contributes most to employees feeling sick and not as
effective as they would otherwise be at your place of employment:
(Please list and describe)

-

�

.....J

THIS COMPLETES THE SURVEY.
PLEASE PLACE THE SURVEY IN THE SLOT ON THE SEALED DROP BOX
AT THE UT GRADUATE SAFETY PROGRAMS BOOTH.
THANK YOU FOR YOUR SUPPORT OF THIS STUDY.
For more information concerning this research project please contact
William T. Rogerson, Jr., or Dr. Susan Smith at the following addresses/phone number:
UT Safety Center
1 914 Andy Holt Avenue
Knoxville, TN 37996-271 0
rogerson@charter.net
1 -865-974-1 1 08.
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